Nip's solar/quake thread
Part 1

Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 11:02 AM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
(I started this thread when it looked like the 2nd cme was arriving after that series of x and m
flares that had CME;s with them. It was not impressive, the 2nd one. I have decided to keep this
thread for my regular notes about what is happening since, and Have renamed it appropriately.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/17/2011 02:10 PM
------------------------------------------------------------Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book
Moral acts are those human performances which are characterized by the highest intelligence,
directed by selective discrimination in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is
wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of the Father in heaven. Urantia Book
Michael of Nebadon (Jesus) promised NEW revelation at the end of this age. It has been given in
the Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, the 365 lessons of the Course of Miracles, Dolores
Cannon, [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] and continues thru my organization. See my profile.
The reason money is the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron
Russo's From Freedom to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME.
There is no special Day for God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
-------------------------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 11:03 AM

to those that noticed the balling up magnetosphere this is common after a shock such as the one
experienced yesterday. the "ball" is now unraveling with the jump in the protons. And the high bz
manifest during the "ball" has dropped to about -12
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/10/2011 11:04 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1374158
United States
09/10/2011 11:04 AM
The ear ringing just picked up too. Left ear. Northern Va.
dikkie
User ID: 1328988
Netherlands
09/10/2011 11:04 AM

wow!!!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
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the AE index graphs are showing the energy coming right on in just barely at the edge.
Many do not know what those graphs are. They are from satellites much closer to earth than the
ACE satellite, In fact they are inside the magnetosphere, so they pick what has come in from the
breach.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 11:10 AM

The ear ringing just picked up too. Left ear. Northern Va.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1374158

I am hearing the solar wind myself since the bz has dropped out again.
alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
09/10/2011 11:13 AM
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User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 11:13 AM

visually the protons are about 15. I will check the actual charts at the next hour for quantity.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1541504
Australia
09/10/2011 11:16 AM
Looks rough,much bigger than yesterday one
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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Looks rough,much bigger than yesterday one
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1541504

It will be interesting to watch today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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United States
09/10/2011 11:20 AM
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Well when I started this thread I got a new message from glp I had not seen before. I only put in
the link to nict and it was suggested I should not post just a single link, but add commentary. So
that is what the one line is about in the first post.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 11:31 AM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp] while the link lasts, here a nice copy of the bell shape to the pressure
image when the blast hit, compressing the magnetic field. I say while it lasts because these links
change for a time. It may be replaced by another.
my2centsworth
User ID: 1307594
Canada
09/10/2011 11:33 AM
to those that noticed the balling up magnetosphere this is common after a shock such as the one
experienced yesterday. the "ball" is now unraveling with the jump in the protons. And the high bz
manifest during the "ball" has dropped to about -12
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Very nice catch..and explanation of what we are seeing when we go to the link... I appreciate that.
One question I do have is: is this the M class flare coming in, or is this the X class flare coming in.
Or maybe a combination of the two?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1536993
Australia
09/10/2011 11:36 AM
maybe this is why i cant sleep
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1541504
Australia
09/10/2011 11:43 AM
maybe this is why i cant sleep
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1536993

Taralily
User ID: 1477158
United States
09/10/2011 11:56 AM

Should be x flare. M came in yesterday. Why dont they want links posted? I mean I already have
everything bookmarked anyway...just wondering.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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to those that noticed the balling up magnetosphere this is common after a shock such as the one
experienced yesterday. the "ball" is now unraveling with the jump in the protons. And the high bz
manifest during the "ball" has dropped to about -12
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Very nice catch..and explanation of what we are seeing when we go to the link... I appreciate that.
One question I do have is: is this the M class flare coming in, or is this the X class flare coming in.
Or maybe a combination of the two?
Quoting: my2centsworth
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CME's are NOT flares at all. The m' and x's already arrived within minutes of them happening.
Some flares have cme's with them, some do not and the cme may be tiny, or large, hasn't much to
do with the strength of the flare. CME's ae not classed as A,B,C,M, or X at all. They are a different
animal.
There are many CME's that are not from flares at all and flares that do not have cme's.
I assume yesterday's CME arrival was related to the first M flare that had a CME with it. But I truly
do not know for sure.
Todays could be the CME from the X flare and not amount to much! Depends on the amount of
material spewed and whether it's a direct shot at us or not, as to the CME.
So far there is a single bump today. We shall have to wait and see if there will be more or if this is
simply a glancing blow.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/10/2011 12:03 PM
Jane Smith
User ID: 1215902
United States
09/10/2011 12:11 PM

Thanks for the explanation, NIP.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 12:13 PM

Should be x flare. M came in yesterday. Why dont they want links posted? I mean I already have
everything bookmarked anyway...just wondering.
Quoting: Taralily

it was that I didn't make a comment with the link. They don't want links without statements or text
of some sort.
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Path_No_Logical_Ire
True Brother
User ID: 774195
United States
09/10/2011 12:22 PM

The left side of my brain is being tugged, as is always the case when these big ones hit. Weird but
very consistent.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1287195
United States
09/10/2011 01:38 PM
my daughter walks home from school and plays a little out in the sun. she has gotten chapped lips
over the last couple days. Does it have anything to do with this?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 01:43 PM

my daughter walks home from school and plays a little out in the sun. she has gotten chapped lips
over the last couple days. Does it have anything to do with this?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1287195

I don't know, chapped lips are dehydration generally and certainly being out in the sun increases
that but I have no personal experience of this problem increasing during solar storms. I have
never thought about it, so I don't know!
KoFFee_
User ID: 1373078
United States
09/10/2011 01:54 PM
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Thanks for relaying this information, NIP.
I'm always fascinated by the sun's activity!
Last night I was experiencing bouts of slight imbalance/dizziness.
Lasted for about a couple of hours. I also get the ear pressure feeling--in my left ear--like many
others.
I don't know if it's related, but I do believe it a possibility for certain individuals to have an extra
sensitivity to this type of thing.
Thanks again,

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 02:03 PM

Thanks for relaying this information, NIP.
I'm always fascinated by the sun's activity!
Last night I was experiencing bouts of slight imbalance/dizziness.
Lasted for about a couple of hours. I also get the ear pressure feeling--in my left ear--like many
others.
I don't know if it's related, but I do believe it a possibility for certain individuals to have an extra
sensitivity to this type of thing.
Thanks again,
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Quoting: KoFFee_

many now do, the realignment of the "junk" dna makes it possible. Years ago during our last MAX
(and the one before that) I had no idea some of what I was feeling and could NOT explain to
doctors was indeed the solar activity. I did not figure that out until we had these satellites up there
providing information and I noticed that when the bz was down, and the wind high etc, that these
symptoms matched. It was enlightening to say the least, because I no long view these things as
illness, but rather than my body detects them. And this is an interesting blessing much of the time.
A lot more people could feel this stuff if they knew how to relax their bodies and quiet their minds.
It becomes more perceptible then.
psyoptics
User ID: 1515826
United States
09/10/2011 02:12 PM
The ear ringing just picked up too. Left ear. Northern Va.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1374158

yes im ring load today did not think about it tell red yuor post
Nacht im Walde
User ID: 1543182
Germany
09/10/2011 02:23 PM

I kid you not, a half an hour later I came down with some serious migrane (first time since 5
months). My head still hurts :(
psyoptics
User ID: 1515826
United States
09/10/2011 02:33 PM
my daughter walks home from school and plays a little out in the sun. she has gotten chapped lips
over the last couple days. Does it have anything to do with this?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1287195
have a 7yr son 1st days of school are very stressful. some kids lick their lips alot this would do
that.
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alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
09/10/2011 02:39 PM

Seems to be another 1 starting now maybe.
[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 02:58 PM

Just for fun, heres a few more images of craft around the sun today. Esu (Jesus) told me
yesterday they are working on sunspot #1289, and one pic I posted yesterday showed a small
flare (with no apparent CME from it.)
Stereo Ahead sunspot 1289 on left. Also center of sun on left.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] This one has the big puppy that is in yesterdays. Upper right corner.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] big puppy and two smaller ones.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
Stereo Behind sunspot 1289 on right as is the center of the sun. And you can see a
whopper sunspot yet to come around about in the middle, I have no idea if this one will
close up before it becomes earth facing or not.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] big puppy in view on this one too, about the same time frame as first
images above. and a couple smaller ones.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] several in this one.
Ok at the later times I am only now and then seeing one in the images. do enlarge them, I
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selected 1024 size and on your computer you may get a plus sign to enlarge them to that.
For those more new to all sorts of stuff, this is HOW the Fathers work gets done. HIS SON"S
(including each of you) do the work. These are speciality craft. BIG PUPPY is owned by the
superuniverse management and is NOT from other planets similar to earth. Its from "heaven."
Why is this important? Because beloveds, it is the Will of the Father that you become LIKE him,
Knowing all things.
And as part of your eternal life, and knowing all things, you will FLY at some point on a Big Puppy
helping or watching work being done on Suns and more. You might even become a commander
of a BIG PUPPY. Big Puppies, can be several times the size of earth.
Eternity is a long long time and there are unlimited experiences to be obtained in your

experiences to come.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/10/2011 11:24 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 03:36 PM

Seems to be another 1 starting now maybe.
[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Quoting: alexisj9

well the bz is dropping again, letting stuff in and I can hear the solar wind again. still otherwise
rather quiet, but its been suggested to me that its not over yet for the day, there is still stuff coming
in, just a case of when it arrives.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 03:49 PM
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NIP, you are BY FAR the most childish, egotistical, self-righteous, immature, fabrication shitspewer I have ever seen on this forum. Everything you type is self-glorifying bullshit! YOU ARE
SO ANNOYING. I judge your age to be around 12, by the way you constantly seek attention. Do
the world a favor and KILL YOURSELF.
And I'm not talking about this thread, but about 90% of your posts.
Quoting: Wodensman

YOu know, I could remove your post and in fact you are going to be banned for your comments
from my work. I am leaving your post as a demonstration of your apparent purpose. YOu may be
annoyed but others are not and I do teach what I am asked to teach as is my role to do so. Have a
nice day. I will not have further posts of this sort in this thread. I have already deleted one. My

purpose is clean and this thread will stay clean.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/10/2011 03:53 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 04:01 PM

well, while I was on stereo, I didnt look at cor 2. SOHO shows 2 cmes today (by today I mean
UTC time.)
So I checked stereo. The first CME is only on ahead, but to the left (possibly earth directed, as left
is center of sun from our view).
The second cme is on both Ahead and behind, so this may be earth directed. Since we don't know
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where these satellites are in their halo orbits, it is not possible to say for sure they are earth
directed. I am not sure which sun spot they originated from, from, OK I am coming back to finish
this, I need to take some notes, some times are not matching, maybe there is more than 2.

OK just two. The first CME somewhere around 3 utc on stereo, is on both of them. this cme on
SOHO Lasco 2 and 3 was ending at the point they are being shown today on SOHO. First images
are around 5 utc, so its ending in them.

the 2nd CME is on SOHO, lasco c2 about 10 UTC, and then c3 about 10:30.
It is only on stereo ahead, but not on Behind, so who knows, but likely not earth directed.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/10/2011 04:14 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/10/2011 06:25 PM

well to this point today, this is a modest storm in terms of ingress into the earth.
[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/12/2011 02:20 PM

well the weekend was not as impressive as nasa tried to hint at.
However, check this on Haarp I just discovered, which occurs customarily with a solar storm. the
wind did go up a bit over the last hours, perhaps that coronal hole, but the protons sure don't hint
at a significant coronal hole coming in either, I would expect them to go to at least 10 or so. So,
are we in the coronal hole or other cause of increased speeds, or does this indicate something
else with the magnetosphere.
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[link to 137.229.36.30]
its here on the riometer too.
[link to 137.229.36.30]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/12/2011 02:21 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/12/2011 08:09 PM

This red has grown more since yesterday and hugely since earlier today when it was over south
american. These energies follow the sun.
[link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
this heavier too:
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
white is back again today. This is not a "hole", its higher than the colors of the graph. [link to
www.gdgps.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1546422
United States
09/12/2011 08:12 PM
the killshot u have been lusting for?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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User ID: 1541191
United States
09/12/2011 08:17 PM
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the killshot u have been lusting for?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1546422

I haven't been lusting for a kill shot.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1363865
United States
09/12/2011 08:19 PM
The ear ringing just picked up too. Left ear. Northern Va.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1374158

I am hearing the solar wind myself since the bz has dropped out again.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

so that what it is then. its loud right now. lawn mower like.
*Lo & Li*
User ID: 1391723
Honduras
09/12/2011 08:24 PM
This red has grown more since yesterday and hugely since earlier today when it was over south
american. These energies follow the sun.
[link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
this heavier too:
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
white is back again today. This is not a "hole", its higher than the colors of the graph. [link to
www.gdgps.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I remember the same when Japan´s earthquake and tsunami...is this the same or what is your
point?
dasher
159
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United Kingdom
09/12/2011 08:34 PM

i think all these stories of dna change are to mask a change ,,but its not what you think ,,,, think
about weapons an whats floating about ,the spraying of the air with
jets,fucushima,chernobyl,corexit,oil,pharma ,,nope what i am feeling aint no ascension,
i think its a cover,,
i watched a docu part 2 of warology a docu on rt news yesterday an its clear now for me
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/12/2011 08:36 PM

This red has grown more since yesterday and hugely since earlier today when it was over south
american. These energies follow the sun.
[link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
this heavier too:
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
white is back again today. This is not a "hole", its higher than the colors of the graph. [link to
www.gdgps.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I remember the same when Japan´s earthquake and tsunami...is this the same or what is your
point?
Quoting: *Lo & Li*

No point except that it is similar to those times and there is just such a large amount of the "red". I
find this interesting and choose to study it and anyone with more insight on these than me is
welcome to make additions. I have no idea truly if these larger changes mean anything for earth
or not, but I think it's important for people who are interested.
Since the time before the Japan quake, I look at the haarp induction magnetometer differently,
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wondering if the 2.5 H frequency will appear again as some sort of warning about the potential of
a great quake again. I have thought of checking the dates of other 8+ quakes to see if this has
occurred before. I think it worthy of some study. Haarp, being located in Alaska, might perhaps
pick up changes in some sort of close area? Man in these changing times needs to study what is
there on the internet that is available at least to the public. That's the advantage of the internet.
I don't know if the Haarps located other areas in the world would show something of interest near
their locations and so far I don't know if the other dozen sites check ionosphere stuff, or just heat
the ionosphere for weather usage.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/12/2011 08:39 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/12/2011 08:41 PM

The ear ringing just picked up too. Left ear. Northern Va.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1374158

I am hearing the solar wind myself since the bz has dropped out again.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

so that what it is then. its loud right now. lawn mower like.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1363865

I am not hearing it right now, the bz is not low, I hear it better the more it drops if there is increase
in a storm. the activity is fairly level right now. I do hear a bit of something right now, but it's really
faint and I would need to go into meditative quiet to discern what it is a bit better.
*Lo & Li*
User ID: 1391723
Honduras
09/12/2011 08:41 PM
This red has grown more since yesterday and hugely since earlier today when it was over south
american. These energies follow the sun.
[link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
this heavier too:
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[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
white is back again today. This is not a "hole", its higher than the colors of the graph. [link to
www.gdgps.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I remember the same when Japan´s earthquake and tsunami...is this the same or what is your
point?
Quoting: *Lo & Li*

No point except that it is similar to those times and there is just such a large amount of the "red". I
find this interesting and choose to study it and anyone with more insight on these than me is
welcome to make additions. I have no idea truly if these larger changes mean anything for earth
or not, but I think it's important for people who are interested.
Since the time before the Japan quake, I look at the haarp induction magnetometer differently,
wondering if the 2.5 H frequency will appear again as some sort of warning about the potential of
the great quake again. I have thought of checking the dates of other 8+ quakes to see if this has
occurred before. I think it worthy of some study.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks for your answer NIP. I also remember this same charts just days before Japan earthquake
and wondered if there is a relation between that intense red coloration and earthquakes.
I do not know if that is sun related or HAARP related. Seems the sun is getting pretty active lately
and sending us more and more energy waves.
Anyway, hope this process find the majority of us well and in peace.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 12:00 AM

Ok ACE satellite is down, so what's a person to do to get any idea of what is going on. Well
sometimes I check SOHO, they have wind and protons, but no luck tonight, but they often fill it in
later when they have SOHO data again. SOHO data and images are not constant. [link to
umtof.umd.edu] So maybe later an idea can be had.
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AE index looks like its running, and given the last image of the magnetic field, I suggest the roach
is rolled up into a ball. (roach because it some times looks like one, that was a silly term I made up
when I first started watching it! somebody on the holy shit magnetosphere thread used to call my
roach a sand flea.
Now if the AE index isn't running on NICT, you can get the graph here: [link to umtof.umd.edu]
And surprise!!!! We probably have a storm going on. the AE line is about 1200 uT. This means
something is coming right on in, meaning a negative bz right now in all likelihood.
It remains interesting on haarp magnetometer. [link to 137.229.36.30] look at the activity since 0
UTC when
ACE quit. so my guess something as arrive but I don't know if its the coronal hole or another cme
Mahala
User ID: 1543627
United States
09/13/2011 01:23 AM

Thanks for all the info NIP!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 04:41 PM

Ok for about 20 minutes now we are under incoming gamma rays of some sort. Probably will not
be on anything, but my body pics this up, both my ears and my skin. I haven't felt one of these for
weeks maybe now. the ear are now starting to quiet and the sensation is lessening. This are star
fleet origin which is why you won't find them on [link to grb.sonoma.edu]
They have been mentioned before on the internet someplace and scientists have no idea why
they come from a source inside our solar system. Just reporting if anyone is interested. Energy
always comes into me suddenly. It's obvious.
as to my comments above, while ACE and thus NICT was down, there was something coming in,
it's obvious here on the magnetometer and electron flux. Protons coming in confuse the
instruments for the electron flux, depressing it. I have no idea why ace wasn't recording for 4
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hours but there was action.
I am keeping this thread since I started to make my own notes in. for a record or whatever. You all
are welcome to comment or ask questions.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/13/2011 04:45 PM
sway
User ID: 1547822
United Kingdom
09/13/2011 04:43 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have absolutely no idea what that means! i took a look and thought I was in a 1960's modern art
museum... Nobody In Particular... please explain your graph thing... thanks
Sway
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 05:05 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have absolutely no idea what that means! i took a look and thought I was in a 1960's modern art
museum... Nobody In Particular... please explain your graph thing... thanks
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Sway
x
Quoting: sway

well today its not the same pic as the day I started the thread.
the magnetic field is around the earth. the "strings " in that image have no purpose as to the color,
they used to be white, but folks fear the poles reversed and all sorts of stuff then they overlap. In
general when the bx is negative, it means energy is coming in, and the red and blue strings will
widen out into "angel" wings as I name them. When the magnetosphere is tightly closed, they
wrap around the earth in a ball and they can be anywhere in between. In general they are "tighter"
and overlap when the bz is going up and spread when its going down.
The Pressure image is computer based on data primarily from the proton counts and the solar
wind speed. Wind speed is just what it means, the solar particles are coming in at various speeds.
People get all excited when the color is white, which they see as "hot". Its just a degree of how
much is coming in. when the stuff coming in is almost nil, the image fades to blue. IF we are hit
with a "blast" the image mage be depressed, assuming a bell shape. You just have to watch and
study it over time.
The Ionospheric convection simply shows the spread of the energies into earth's ionosphere, by
color also. red means a lot of the solar energy has come thru the magnetosphere and into the
ionosphere. This happens with low bz, which means the ionosphere has been "breached" and
stuff is coming right on it.
As to the graphs on the right in white under the pressure image, they show the average every 5
minutes or so of the number of particles (mostly protons) coming in to the ace satellite and the
wind speed. the ace Satellite is about 1 million miles from earth and orbits the sun with earth. It
was put that far out to detect solar energies coming which helps those that are interested mostly
in radio and the like, energies which use the ionosphere for transmission. This satellite provides
data up to 20 minutes before it hits the ionosphere.
the next two boxes show the bZ and the BY. I don't pay much attention to the BY. the planetary
magnetic field use math graphing on x y and z axis, thus terminology.
In the 4 large boxes below the stuff above, this is data from geostationary orbit. These are often
weather satellites etc and are around 50,000 miles above earth or so, orbiting I think the equator, I
have to recheck that sometime. But they measure energies much closer than the ACE satellite,
and INSIDE the magnetosphere. So they are useful in seeing what came in. there is temp, the
storms usually are higher in temperature, and the particles/protons on the left side.
The AE indexes also are detecting energy that got past the magnetic shield, there are quite a few
satellites that pick this up, it took me some effort to get details on that once, but these 4 graphs
"widen" as the energies they measure built up into the magnetosphere and I have forgotten if they
pick up ionospheric data or data between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. When the lines
in these are tightly close to the y axis of the graph, you can be pretty sure the Magnetic field
image at the top left is all balled up.
I have given links in my posts above to various sites for other data, including the ace satellite.
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If NICT is down, an interesting site (as long as ACE is running) is BATS R US. (I write it this way,
easy to remember, like toys r us.) [link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov]
sway
User ID: 1547822
United Kingdom
09/13/2011 05:14 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have absolutely no idea what that means! i took a look and thought I was in a 1960's modern art
museum... Nobody In Particular... please explain your graph thing... thanks
Sway
x
Quoting: sway

well today its not the same pic as the day I started the thread.
the magnetic field is around the earth. the "strings " in that image have no purpose as to the color,
they used to be white, but folks fear the poles reversed and all sorts of stuff then they overlap. In
general when the bx is negative, it means energy is coming in, and the red and blue strings will
widen out into "angel" wings as I name them. When the magnetosphere is tightly closed, they
wrap around the earth in a ball and they can be anywhere in between. In general they are "tighter"
and overlap when the bz is going up and spread when its going down.
The Pressure image is computer based on data primarily from the proton counts and the solar
wind speed. Wind speed is just what it means, the solar particles are coming in at various speeds.
People get all excited when the color is white, which they see as "hot". Its just a degree of how
much is coming in. when the stuff coming in is almost nil, the image fades to blue. IF we are hit
with a "blast" the image mage be depressed, assuming a bell shape. You just have to watch and
study it over time.
The Ionospheric convection simply shows the spread of the energies into earth's ionosphere, by
color also. red means a lot of the solar energy has come thru the magnetosphere and into the
ionosphere. This happens with low bz, which means the ionosphere has been "breached" and
stuff is coming right on it.
As to the graphs on the right in white under the pressure image, they show the average every 5
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minutes or so of the number of particles (mostly protons) coming in to the ace satellite and the
wind speed. the ace Satellite is about 1 million miles from earth and orbits the sun with earth. It
was put that far out to detect solar energies coming which helps those that are interested mostly
in radio and the like, energies which use the ionosphere for transmission. This satellite provides
data up to 20 minutes before it hits the ionosphere.
the next two boxes show the bZ and the BY. I don't pay much attention to the BY. the planetary
magnetic field use math graphing on x y and z axis, thus terminology.
In the 4 large boxes below the stuff above, this is data from geostationary orbit. These are often
weather satellites etc and are around 50,000 miles above earth or so, orbiting I think the equator, I
have to recheck that sometime. But they measure energies much closer than the ACE satellite,
and INSIDE the magnetosphere. So they are useful in seeing what came in. there is temp, the
storms usually are higher in temperature, and the particles/protons on the left side.
The AE indexes also are detecting energy that got past the magnetic shield, there are quite a few
satellites that pick this up, it took me some effort to get details on that once, but these 4 graphs
"widen" as the energies they measure built up into the magnetosphere and I have forgotten if they
pick up ionospheric data or data between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. When the lines
in these are tightly close to the y axis of the graph, you can be pretty sure the Magnetic field
image at the top left is all balled up.
I have given links in my posts above to various sites for other data, including the ace satellite.
If NICT is down, an interesting site (as long as ACE is running) is BATS R US. (I write it this way,
easy to remember, like toys r us.) [link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey..thanks... do you believe the times when the solar energy is "coming right through" are
increasing in frequency and magnitude? If so, could this be causing some people to feel dizzy and
sick? Or causing any sort of audiable sound?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 05:37 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey..thanks... do you believe the times when the solar energy is "coming right through" are
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increasing in frequency and magnitude? If so, could this be causing some people to feel dizzy and
sick? Or causing any sort of audiable sound?
Quoting: sway

I don't really know. I was not following any of this during the last solar cycle but I did discover I
began a few years ago to read at spaceweather and then ACE that my body has been picking up
this stuff for 20 years or so looking back. I have had periods where I was terribly sensitive to being
in the sun and the like but had no idea why.
we have just been thru a very long min, and obviously with the x flares, sun spots and the like the
activity is picking up again, but since I can't compare it to older data I really don't know if this is
more or not.
I know I have been sensitive to this stuff dating back at least to sometime soon after I moved into
my current home which was in 1984. I did look up the more recent years of solar max in the last
couple of sun cycles and I did feel there was a correlation between the max's and my body from
memories.
A lot of correlation with my body dates easily to 1992 when we entered the photon belt too.
Many people are picking up these various changes, and quakes and the like as the bodies are
changing here as junk dna reconnects and people do become most sensitive to what is around
them. The DNA here generally, in the human form, was downgraded so much that humans don't
have considerably less sensitivity to the soup they float in than the animals. That is changing with
the cycles were are in now.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 06:04 PM

Ok for about 20 minutes now we are under incoming gamma rays of some sort. Probably will not
be on anything, but my body pics this up, both my ears and my skin. I haven't felt one of these for
weeks maybe now. the ear are now starting to quiet and the sensation is lessening. This are star
fleet origin which is why you won't find them on [link to grb.sonoma.edu]
They have been mentioned before on the internet someplace and scientists have no idea why
they come from a source inside our solar system. Just reporting if anyone is interested. Energy
always comes into me suddenly. It's obvious.
as to my comments above, while ACE and thus NICT was down, there was something coming in,
it's obvious here on the magnetometer and electron flux. Protons coming in confuse the
instruments for the electron flux, depressing it. I have no idea why ace wasn't recording for 4
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hours but there was action.
I am keeping this thread since I started to make my own notes in. for a record or whatever. You all
are welcome to comment or ask questions.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

this was just before Dish TV satellite crashed.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1535447
Austria
09/13/2011 06:13 PM
[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 06:51 PM

[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535447

I saw this in the dish thread. does not apply
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1535447
Austria
09/13/2011 06:56 PM
hmmm
sway
User ID: 1547822
United Kingdom
09/13/2011 07:07 PM
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[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535447

Shit!! just had a random thought of stupidity.... a day or so ago I saw a thread on here saying the
speed of light has speeded up or something.......... now I have seen link above.... what is speed of
light has not changed but we are in fact moving closer to our sun more rapidly??????

Thread: The speed of light has increased to 374740572.5 M/sec. Before you jump, investigate.
Last Edited by sway on 09/13/2011 07:09 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1535447
Austria
09/13/2011 07:13 PM
that would be very bad...
riderr
User ID: 1548708
United States
09/13/2011 08:54 PM

Candice is abused for being truthful.I looked at the so called karma rating.I would guess she is
very close to truth.The more bad karma,must mean its troubling the slave masters.Blessings and
love.That is all we have as slaves.Journals 27 I think.which is what I studied today
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/13/2011 09:33 PM
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[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535447

Shit!! just had a random thought of stupidity.... a day or so ago I saw a thread on here saying the
speed of light has speeded up or something.......... now I have seen link above.... what is speed of
light has not changed but we are in fact moving closer to our sun more rapidly??????

Thread: The speed of light has increased to 374740572.5 M/sec. Before you jump, investigate.
Quoting: sway

Not a bad article pretty good for what is released for public reading. Space does not have the
density throughout it. the density here IS changing at the end of this great cycle, here and all the
other areas of this sector of space that are in, or going to be in, or leaving this particular beam of
energy coming from the center of the Milky Way. we have been in this, still in the edges of it, since
Oct 2006. this is not the photon belt although we are in it too.
the vibration is increasing and the density changing and that would affect the speed of light,
making it faster. I have hit on some ideas, your post caused me to open up a link to my knowledge
packet, called my monad, and I need to digest it a bit more, I can do some more clarification. I
already forgot a bit of what I wanted to say, biggy headache coming on again. Possibly due to the
30 minutes gamma ray blast that may be the cause of the satellite issue with Dish.
I want to draw me a couple pics, of images i see in my head but don't have an earth english
vocabularly for. (which is one reason this world has to adopt and further develop ONE language,
so communications can be consistant.)

We are not necessarily moving closer to the sun. That would not much affect the speed of light
anyway, it would just arrive sooner, but the speed of light I know is affected further out in the solar
system from the sun. Density is not exactly the same of local space as it comes nearer the
borders of the heliosphere. Our year has shortened.
This solar system is being moved closed to our real central sun, Alcyone, though, by intend as
part of building up this sector of Nebadon, into at least 4d consciousness and lighter density.
Everyone tells about how Nibiru is here, it's not, but we are never going to confront it again, partly
because we are being moved, it's being moved, and if it stays at the low vibration it is, this solar
system will be invisible to Nibiru eventually, we won't be on their radar.
I think if I spend a bit of time on notes and thinking, I can come up with something I can put into
what english I know.
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sway
User ID: 1549173
United Kingdom
09/14/2011 01:59 AM

[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535447

Shit!! just had a random thought of stupidity.... a day or so ago I saw a thread on here saying the
speed of light has speeded up or something.......... now I have seen link above.... what is speed of
light has not changed but we are in fact moving closer to our sun more rapidly??????

Thread: The speed of light has increased to 374740572.5 M/sec. Before you jump, investigate.
Quoting: sway

Not a bad article pretty good for what is released for public reading. Space does not have the
density throughout it. the density here IS changing at the end of this great cycle, here and all the
other areas of this sector of space that are in, or going to be in, or leaving this particular beam of
energy coming from the center of the Milky Way. we have been in this, still in the edges of it, since
Oct 2006. this is not the photon belt although we are in it too.
the vibration is increasing and the density changing and that would affect the speed of light,
making it faster. I have hit on some ideas, your post caused me to open up a link to my knowledge
packet, called my monad, and I need to digest it a bit more, I can do some more clarification. I
already forgot a bit of what I wanted to say, biggy headache coming on again. Possibly due to the
30 minutes gamma ray blast that may be the cause of the satellite issue with Dish.
I want to draw me a couple pics, of images i see in my head but don't have an earth english
vocabularly for. (which is one reason this world has to adopt and further develop ONE language,
so communications can be consistant.)

We are not necessarily moving closer to the sun. That would not much affect the speed of light
anyway, it would just arrive sooner, but the speed of light I know is affected further out in the solar
system from the sun. Density is not exactly the same of local space as it comes nearer the
borders of the heliosphere. Our year has shortened.
This solar system is being moved closed to our real central sun, Alcyone, though, by intend as
part of building up this sector of Nebadon, into at least 4d consciousness and lighter density.
Everyone tells about how Nibiru is here, it's not, but we are never going to confront it again, partly
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because we are being moved, it's being moved, and if it stays at the low vibration it is, this solar
system will be invisible to Nibiru eventually, we won't be on their radar.
I think if I spend a bit of time on notes and thinking, I can come up with something I can put into
what english I know.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

with respect NIP... how do you know a quickening in the earths orbit would not affect the speed of
light?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/14/2011 09:10 AM

[link to newswatch.nationalgeographic.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1535447

Shit!! just had a random thought of stupidity.... a day or so ago I saw a thread on here saying the
speed of light has speeded up or something.......... now I have seen link above.... what is speed of
light has not changed but we are in fact moving closer to our sun more rapidly??????

Thread: The speed of light has increased to 374740572.5 M/sec. Before you jump, investigate.
Quoting: sway

Not a bad article pretty good for what is released for public reading. Space does not have the
density throughout it. the density here IS changing at the end of this great cycle, here and all the
other areas of this sector of space that are in, or going to be in, or leaving this particular beam of
energy coming from the center of the Milky Way. we have been in this, still in the edges of it, since
Oct 2006. this is not the photon belt although we are in it too.
the vibration is increasing and the density changing and that would affect the speed of light,
making it faster. I have hit on some ideas, your post caused me to open up a link to my knowledge
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packet, called my monad, and I need to digest it a bit more, I can do some more clarification. I
already forgot a bit of what I wanted to say, biggy headache coming on again. Possibly due to the
30 minutes gamma ray blast that may be the cause of the satellite issue with Dish.
I want to draw me a couple pics, of images i see in my head but don't have an earth english
vocabularly for. (which is one reason this world has to adopt and further develop ONE language,
so communications can be consistant.)

We are not necessarily moving closer to the sun. That would not much affect the speed of light
anyway, it would just arrive sooner, but the speed of light I know is affected further out in the solar
system from the sun. Density is not exactly the same of local space as it comes nearer the
borders of the heliosphere. Our year has shortened.
This solar system is being moved closed to our real central sun, Alcyone, though, by intend as
part of building up this sector of Nebadon, into at least 4d consciousness and lighter density.
Everyone tells about how Nibiru is here, it's not, but we are never going to confront it again, partly
because we are being moved, it's being moved, and if it stays at the low vibration it is, this solar
system will be invisible to Nibiru eventually, we won't be on their radar.
I think if I spend a bit of time on notes and thinking, I can come up with something I can put into
what english I know.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

with respect NIP... how do you know a quickening in the earths orbit would not affect the speed of
light?

Quoting: sway

We are not discussing a quickening of earths orbit here as to the question on light speed from the
sun. The time stuff posted in one of the articles is not so either. time is not speeding up by much,
as your clocks are changing by 6 hours a day either. mine change by a few minutes every few
months, as compared to internet time on the computer. They are always a few minutes slow.
the quickening is the vibration, much more than the orbit at this time. the orbit will quicken more
gradually over a long period and it is shorter than before.
earth's orbit doesn't have anything to do with the amount of time light from the sun takes to arrive.
except of course if we are closer the light shows up sooner.
The change is because of the quickening of the whole solar system, the density and vibration of
space within our whole solar system is changing. the quickening I assume affects slightly the
energy and speed of photons on the surface too though.
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As to light speed, science claims its the speed of photon particle movement and that is not so,
unless science has changed their description. It is the transfer of energy over the wave length
associated with light. Not the movement of actual photon particles. it is the frequency of the wave
changing, maybe oscillation is a better word.
At some point after the long stasis and as earth is all transferred over to english, we are going to
introduce more accurate words, and begin the changeover to the language of Nebadon, which
add great clarity to understanding, emotions, and the like on this planet, a consistancy. Language
is not well developed here yet.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/14/2011 09:33 AM
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/14/2011 09:36 AM

NIP.
I have been wanting to ask you a question for quite some time and hope this is an ok thread to do
so.
Do I recall a post once in which you stated you have MS?
Just wondering as I have MS and have had some very unusual experiences lately that seem to
coincide with solar activity.
Today is a really bad day - I feel like my head weighs a ton and it is hard to even stay erect.
However, there have been days with activity related to the sun in which I have felt
energized...better than I have felt in a long time.
I am not on a disease modifying drug at this time. I had to stop the monthly infusions (my choice
of drug at the time) because it sent my immune system into non-existance and I kept getting sick
everything from pneumonia to Mono. I was doing really good despite this fact and then right
before the VA earthquake hit and then these big solar flares, I started experiencing intense
dizziness and nausea. However, I can relate these symptoms to EQ and solar activity most of the
time. It never completely wanes and is always present in some way. My ability to focus is way off
and vision is out of wack too.
Even if I am wrong about recalling a post from you stating you have MS, I was wondering if you
could give me a rundown on your thoughts about the current EQ and solar activity and how it
affects a person physically. I am a firm believer in the fact that what is transpiring is working on
our dna and feel it will cause all of us to have some bad days regardless if one has disease issues
or not.
Do you have any take on this dna re-arrangement for people with disease? I have an intense
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feeling that I should just hang on and things will begin to improve at some point in time soon.
However, the human side of me is getting concerned about my physical symptoms. I really feel a
battle going on between my physical and spiritual thoughts.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1225643
United States
09/14/2011 11:43 PM
NIP.
I have been wanting to ask you a question for quite some time and hope this is an ok thread to do
so.
Do I recall a post once in which you stated you have MS?
Just wondering as I have MS and have had some very unusual experiences lately that seem to
coincide with solar activity.
Today is a really bad day - I feel like my head weighs a ton and it is hard to even stay erect.
However, there have been days with activity related to the sun in which I have felt
energized...better than I have felt in a long time.
I am not on a disease modifying drug at this time. I had to stop the monthly infusions (my choice
of drug at the time) because it sent my immune system into non-existance and I kept getting sick
everything from pneumonia to Mono. I was doing really good despite this fact and then right
before the VA earthquake hit and then these big solar flares, I started experiencing intense
dizziness and nausea. However, I can relate these symptoms to EQ and solar activity most of the
time. It never completely wanes and is always present in some way. My ability to focus is way off
and vision is out of wack too.
Even if I am wrong about recalling a post from you stating you have MS, I was wondering if you
could give me a rundown on your thoughts about the current EQ and solar activity and how it
affects a person physically. I am a firm believer in the fact that what is transpiring is working on
our dna and feel it will cause all of us to have some bad days regardless if one has disease issues
or not.
Do you have any take on this dna re-arrangement for people with disease? I have an intense
feeling that I should just hang on and things will begin to improve at some point in time soon.
However, the human side of me is getting concerned about my physical symptoms. I really feel a
battle going on between my physical and spiritual thoughts.
Quoting: TheOracle

I met a lady who started taking OPC-3 and she swears by it for MS she said she was able to get
out of bed and had been symtom free for 10 years. I thought I would let you know if you have not
heard of it before:) :)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
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United States
09/14/2011 11:55 PM

NIP.
I have been wanting to ask you a question for quite some time and hope this is an ok thread to do
so.
Do I recall a post once in which you stated you have MS?
Just wondering as I have MS and have had some very unusual experiences lately that seem to
coincide with solar activity.
Today is a really bad day - I feel like my head weighs a ton and it is hard to even stay erect.
However, there have been days with activity related to the sun in which I have felt
energized...better than I have felt in a long time.
I am not on a disease modifying drug at this time. I had to stop the monthly infusions (my choice
of drug at the time) because it sent my immune system into non-existance and I kept getting sick
everything from pneumonia to Mono. I was doing really good despite this fact and then right
before the VA earthquake hit and then these big solar flares, I started experiencing intense
dizziness and nausea. However, I can relate these symptoms to EQ and solar activity most of the
time. It never completely wanes and is always present in some way. My ability to focus is way off
and vision is out of wack too.
Even if I am wrong about recalling a post from you stating you have MS, I was wondering if you
could give me a rundown on your thoughts about the current EQ and solar activity and how it
affects a person physically. I am a firm believer in the fact that what is transpiring is working on
our dna and feel it will cause all of us to have some bad days regardless if one has disease issues
or not.
Do you have any take on this dna re-arrangement for people with disease? I have an intense
feeling that I should just hang on and things will begin to improve at some point in time soon.
However, the human side of me is getting concerned about my physical symptoms. I really feel a
battle going on between my physical and spiritual thoughts.
Quoting: TheOracle

at this point, hang on. the MS yes, and I got it from the swine flu vaccine in 1976. it carried 3
viruses on purpose, a polio like one that caused MS, and ones that caused RA and Lupus. I lost
my cousin to the lupus, he took the vaccine too.
I have had the virus killed by technology from my sky doc, AA Raphael. my various illness over
the years destroyed my pituitary gland and I have undergone stem cell transplants to rebuild it and
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have been off corticosteroids for at least 3 years now I think, can't remember. I still need a bit if I
am under weather or do too much now and then. and sky doc gives me a bit extra when arthritis
which is inflammatory flares of a special type. I am far from well yet. but able to do this at the
computer on my time schedule. I would not be here at all without the help I got.
My thyroid responded first, i was off thyroid quickly but the adrenals depressed for such a long
time were another story, and I had stem cell transplants to them too.
I never took any of the MS treatments, other that ACTH which helped me recover the flares rapidly
but also had its own toll later. I was afraid of modern medicine by that point. MY being a nurse and
watching cancer treatment caused me to become very wary.
I spent a lot of time in wheelchairs and on crutches, and my list of ailments for those that bash my
disability here is long and not only the MS. I have severe spinal stenosis and other arthritic
conditions, also which is aided where can be by sky doc. but cannot be cured he can only lesson
the serious deposits. I am reporting this because of other folks attacks about my being on
disability. to you ones who might read this here, I lived for Years in braces and have had about 2
dozen surguries of various types, many to release compressed nerves from the stenosis, and
other place., I have undergone two sets of spinal fusions as part of that. Cervical fusion of 3
vertebrae and lumbar fusion, plus other decompressive surgery there. I am not a lazy whatsoever.
I underwent also 2 dozen epidurals for the cervical and lumbar stenosis.

Now, i have been thru the dna remodeling and have 24 strands, despite all the other stuff I have.
Being sensitive thusly is also confused with the other stuff I have! there are times I wish I was less
sensitive in fact because of the physical issues, but it serves me still and lets me help others with
same. So I don't complain, I go to bed for a bit when it gets intense if need be. I do now know that
some of my stuff I could not explain to anyone, was related to being in solar max twice along with
my MS. I learned that just 3 or 4 years ago I guess when I began to follow the solar stuff online.
and hugely when I started to follow NICT january 2009, and I could see the images and feel at the
SAME TIME! very enlightening in fact.
I personally think it a good idea to not depress your immune system too much, but thats an issue
for you and your docs. Its not really an immune depressive disease, the scientists are wrong and
this is a great reason to kill off more sick people from their vaccines. It is active polio related virus,
at least in many cases.
Did YOU take the swine flu vaccine around 1976? Or any other vaccines as an adult? stay away
from the pneumonia vaccine they offer us old folks and disabled folks, it is causing all the diabetes
and yes, I got that too and its not fixable. I took the dam thing, twice in fact, when it came out and
10 years later. At that time I was not aware of vaccine games.
It would be likely the dizziness and nausea is related to solar, and also earth movements. I paid
some attention to sun locations in august, which I posted in ELq's thread and momma is wobbling
a lot and that will often produce nausea and vertigo. I have had some increase, but I asked sky
doc to do something with my ears late summer 2009, because the vertigo had become
incapacitating at times from the severe wobbling that year, after Jupiter ignition. the ascension
and solar/planetary stuff continues to be a bit disabling for me with my other issues.
I have had some focus problems with eyes off and on for a couple weeks and I assume this is
related to what is going on. I don't have an reason to believe it has other causes and it's also
ragweed season which produces some eye allergy stuff for me.
I am going to send you a PM, You can't reply but I will give you a way to reply to me.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 12:01 AM
m/walk
Insane in the Membrane
User ID: 1067150
United States
09/15/2011 12:20 AM

The left side of my brain is being tugged, as is always the case when these big ones hit. Weird but
very consistent.
Quoting: Path_No_Logical_Ire

My left side brain has throbbed for 7 days now.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 12:26 AM

The left side of my brain is being tugged, as is always the case when these big ones hit. Weird but
very consistent.
Quoting: Path_No_Logical_Ire

My left side brain has throbbed for 7 days now.
Quoting: m/walk

have you checked your sutures on your head? they may also be spreading because many folks,
are growing a 3rd brain lobe, the pyschic lobe. I have huge spreads in my sutures on my head. I
have been pushing this for 2 years now. Many people have headaches and tender and itching
heads from this. Some of you are getting your baby soft spots back. Look for them. It's normal as
are the discomforts. this stuff is for real. I am a nurse and I do know what sutures feel like and I
have felt some other spreading heads in addition to my own.
There is possibly going to be some more symptoms for all of you, I was going to post there was a
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cme 24 hours ago that is probably a very direct hit halo. It did NOT show on soho images, I back
tracked using the search, but it sure did on Stereo ahead cor 2. there were not images available
for behind cor 2 but it was obvious on HI 1 behind earlier today. this is a good sized CME and I
don't know when it should hit. I was told about it by CM this morning when I was walking home
from my coffee with friends. at first there were not stereo cor images up and only the bubble on hi
1 behind. later I confirmed it when they did put up the ahead images, but never did post the
behind ones on cor 2
there is another going on now showing clearly on cor 2 ahead and fuzzy on behind. and I will have
to check it tomorrow. time for bed. there are no new lasco images to compare yet. when the
CME's are on Stereo and NOTHING on lasco, that i a straight hit at us from the center of the sun.
stuff coming closer to the edge will usually show on lasco, as do ones on the sides and back.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 12:35 AM
m/walk
Insane in the Membrane
User ID: 1067150
United States
09/15/2011 12:33 AM

The left side of my brain is being tugged, as is always the case when these big ones hit. Weird but
very consistent.
Quoting: Path_No_Logical_Ire

My left side brain has throbbed for 7 days now.
Quoting: m/walk

have you checked your sutures on your head? they may also be spreading because many folks,
are growing a 3rd brain lobe, the pyschic lobe. I have huge spreads in my sutures on my head. I
have been pushing this for 2 years now. Many people have headaches and tender and itching
heads from this. Some of you are getting your baby soft spots back. Look for them. It's normal as
are the discomforts. this stuff is for real. I am a nurse and I do know what sutures feel like and I
have felt some other spreading heads in addition to my own.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No itching but my head hurts alot, on occasion it will migrate to the right side, usually behind my
eyes. Where are the sutures located, in the back of your head?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 12:37 AM
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go here and browse around. I bookmarked it for that purpose sometime ago. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
also this link which for some reason is producing a blank page for me tonight. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
they are located between all your cranial bones. they should be all sealed up if not spreading, but
you might feel little ridges where they are. If they are spreading it will be obvious. all of mine are
but the big spread started for me on the top of my head between the parietal bones. my spread
between those two is a full inch. (coronal suture) I have a long 3 inch spread on the back of my
crown area of the lambdoidal and coronal sutures that is also at least an inch wide, an the
lambdoidal sutures themselves are about 2/3 inch wide. I have lots of other small spreads.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 12:48 AM
m/walk
Insane in the Membrane
User ID: 1067150
United States
09/15/2011 12:49 AM

go here and browse around. I bookmarked it for that purpose sometime ago. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
also this link which for some reason is producing a blank page for me tonight. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey, thanks for the link, informative, and btw good thread. All eyes like ours are pointed skyward. I
am feeling some ridging at the top of my head, and it kind of sore in the back.
Last Edited by m/walk on 09/15/2011 12:50 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
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09/15/2011 12:52 AM

good night. I must have some beauty sleep.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/15/2011 05:16 PM

NIP.
I have been wanting to ask you a question for quite some time and hope this is an ok thread to do
so.
Do I recall a post once in which you stated you have MS?
Just wondering as I have MS and have had some very unusual experiences lately that seem to
coincide with solar activity.
Today is a really bad day - I feel like my head weighs a ton and it is hard to even stay erect.
However, there have been days with activity related to the sun in which I have felt
energized...better than I have felt in a long time.
I am not on a disease modifying drug at this time. I had to stop the monthly infusions (my choice
of drug at the time) because it sent my immune system into non-existance and I kept getting sick
everything from pneumonia to Mono. I was doing really good despite this fact and then right
before the VA earthquake hit and then these big solar flares, I started experiencing intense
dizziness and nausea. However, I can relate these symptoms to EQ and solar activity most of the
time. It never completely wanes and is always present in some way. My ability to focus is way off
and vision is out of wack too.
Even if I am wrong about recalling a post from you stating you have MS, I was wondering if you
could give me a rundown on your thoughts about the current EQ and solar activity and how it
affects a person physically. I am a firm believer in the fact that what is transpiring is working on
our dna and feel it will cause all of us to have some bad days regardless if one has disease issues
or not.
Do you have any take on this dna re-arrangement for people with disease? I have an intense
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feeling that I should just hang on and things will begin to improve at some point in time soon.
However, the human side of me is getting concerned about my physical symptoms. I really feel a
battle going on between my physical and spiritual thoughts.
Quoting: TheOracle

at this point, hang on. the MS yes, and I got it from the swine flu vaccine in 1976. it carried 3
viruses on purpose, a polio like one that caused MS, and ones that caused RA and Lupus. I lost
my cousin to the lupus, he took the vaccine too.
I have had the virus killed by technology from my sky doc, AA Raphael. my various illness over
the years destroyed my pituitary gland and I have undergone stem cell transplants to rebuild it and
have been off corticosteroids for at least 3 years now I think, can't remember. I still need a bit if I
am under weather or do too much now and then. and sky doc gives me a bit extra when arthritis
which is inflammatory flares of a special type. I am far from well yet. but able to do this at the
computer on my time schedule. I would not be here at all without the help I got.
My thyroid responded first, i was off thyroid quickly but the adrenals depressed for such a long
time were another story, and I had stem cell transplants to them too.
I never took any of the MS treatments, other that ACTH which helped me recover the flares rapidly
but also had its own toll later. I was afraid of modern medicine by that point. MY being a nurse and
watching cancer treatment caused me to become very wary.
I spent a lot of time in wheelchairs and on crutches, and my list of ailments for those that bash my
disability here is long and not only the MS. I have severe spinal stenosis and other arthritic
conditions, also which is aided where can be by sky doc. but cannot be cured he can only lesson
the serious deposits. I am reporting this because of other folks attacks about my being on
disability. to you ones who might read this here, I lived for Years in braces and have had about 2
dozen surguries of various types, many to release compressed nerves from the stenosis, and
other place., I have undergone two sets of spinal fusions as part of that. Cervical fusion of 3
vertebrae and lumbar fusion, plus other decompressive surgery there. I am not a lazy whatsoever.
I underwent also 2 dozen epidurals for the cervical and lumbar stenosis.

Now, i have been thru the dna remodeling and have 24 strands, despite all the other stuff I have.
Being sensitive thusly is also confused with the other stuff I have! there are times I wish I was less
sensitive in fact because of the physical issues, but it serves me still and lets me help others with
same. So I don't complain, I go to bed for a bit when it gets intense if need be. I do now know that
some of my stuff I could not explain to anyone, was related to being in solar max twice along with
my MS. I learned that just 3 or 4 years ago I guess when I began to follow the solar stuff online.
and hugely when I started to follow NICT january 2009, and I could see the images and feel at the
SAME TIME! very enlightening in fact.
I personally think it a good idea to not depress your immune system too much, but thats an issue
for you and your docs. Its not really an immune depressive disease, the scientists are wrong and
this is a great reason to kill off more sick people from their vaccines. It is active polio related virus,
at least in many cases.
Did YOU take the swine flu vaccine around 1976? Or any other vaccines as an adult? stay away
from the pneumonia vaccine they offer us old folks and disabled folks, it is causing all the diabetes
and yes, I got that too and its not fixable. I took the dam thing, twice in fact, when it came out and
10 years later. At that time I was not aware of vaccine games.
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It would be likely the dizziness and nausea is related to solar, and also earth movements. I paid
some attention to sun locations in august, which I posted in ELq's thread and momma is wobbling
a lot and that will often produce nausea and vertigo. I have had some increase, but I asked sky
doc to do something with my ears late summer 2009, because the vertigo had become
incapacitating at times from the severe wobbling that year, after Jupiter ignition. the ascension
and solar/planetary stuff continues to be a bit disabling for me with my other issues.
I have had some focus problems with eyes off and on for a couple weeks and I assume this is
related to what is going on. I don't have an reason to believe it has other causes and it's also
ragweed season which produces some eye allergy stuff for me.
I am going to send you a PM, You can't reply but I will give you a way to reply to me.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NIP....I had to laugh. Raphael was a dear friend of mine at one time a few years back. Thanks for
bringing that back to mind for me. You don't know how fitting that is right now.
Stil waiting for your PM...meanwhile, I did not have a flu shot, specifically did not have an H1N1. I
was fortunate to have a neuro that said no way. Specifically I had Mono at that time too...and he
did not want me compromising my immune system in anyway. Neither did I and I have a mind of
my own so wouldn't have done so. I am 50 so how absurd to have gotten Mono at my age. I was
receiving monthly infusions with Tysabri at that time for the MS.
You said " My thyroid responded first, i was off thyroid quickly but the adrenals depressed for such
a long time were another story"
Similar thing here. My thyroid issues just started to go away, but I know I am still having issues
with depressed adrenals.
Thanks for the help.
Last Edited by TheOracle on 09/15/2011 05:17 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 06:07 PM

go here and browse around. I bookmarked it for that purpose sometime ago. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
also this link which for some reason is producing a blank page for me tonight. [link to
www.getbodysmart.com]
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey, thanks for the link, informative, and btw good thread. All eyes like ours are pointed
skyward. I am feeling some ridging at the top of my head, and it kind of sore in the back.
Quoting: m/walk

just keep them pointing INWARD too!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 06:10 PM

Oracle, did you take the swine flu vaccine back in 1976 or do you remember. I took my kids but I
can't remember if they took it back then and I have worried when either on them has strange stuff.
Did anybody else here take that and now have health issues or know somebody that did, as to
ms, ra, or lupus?
Ozark
User ID: 1312710
United States
09/15/2011 07:46 PM

Hey NIP, I'm still waiting to hear from you also!
The solar flares and CME's affect me also, all of the different symptoms. I am an earth sensitive.
I have peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms, my legs just give out. My disabling injuries
were caused by cumulative chemical injuries living in Louisiana with all of the crop dusting and oil
industry and a sick building doing my downfall, all medically tested and documented.
I also had all of the vaccines in the 60's, probably the contaminated ones. A lot of my friends and
other chemically injured folks I know also had the childhood vaccines. A lot also have the
degenerating peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms. I had the added vaccines for living
overseas in Singapore in the early 70's. I will never forget how ill and painful those vaccines were,
thyphus, thyphoid, diptheria and cholera. I could not lift my arms and hurt for over a week.
The flares and geomagnetic storms affect me the most. I can hear and feel them when I lie down
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to sleep, so damn loud! I feel every earth wobble, 24/7.....the only relief from it is when riding in
the car! Have to be extra careful to allow for the earth wobble so as not to fall. Lots of pressure
and ear pitch changes too!

TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/15/2011 08:52 PM

Oracle, did you take the swine flu vaccine back in 1976 or do you remember. I took my kids but I
can't remember if they took it back then and I have worried when either on them has strange stuff.
Did anybody else here take that and now have health issues or know somebody that did, as to
ms, ra, or lupus?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No to 1976 swine flu vaccine...thank goodness. But I did live in very close proximity to Three Mile
Island. You can guess what my family history of thyroid issues are about. However, mysteriously
last year, my thyroid just bounced up to normal range.
My sister also did not take the 1976 Swine flu vaccine but has all the signs and symptoms of
Lupus, including the issue with pleurosy (sp?) multiple times and other related symptoms,
however her tests always comes back negative. I attribute it all to Three Mile Island.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/15/2011 09:04 PM
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Hey NIP, I'm still waiting to hear from you also!
The solar flares and CME's affect me also, all of the different symptoms. I am an earth sensitive.
I have peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms, my legs just give out. My disabling injuries
were caused by cumulative chemical injuries living in Louisiana with all of the crop dusting and oil
industry and a sick building doing my downfall, all medically tested and documented.
I also had all of the vaccines in the 60's, probably the contaminated ones. A lot of my friends and
other chemically injured folks I know also had the childhood vaccines. A lot also have the
degenerating peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms. I had the added vaccines for living
overseas in Singapore in the early 70's. I will never forget how ill and painful those vaccines were,
thyphus, thyphoid, diptheria and cholera. I could not lift my arms and hurt for over a week.
The flares and geomagnetic storms affect me the most. I can hear and feel them when I lie down
to sleep, so damn loud! I feel every earth wobble, 24/7.....the only relief from it is when riding in
the car! Have to be extra careful to allow for the earth wobble so as not to fall. Lots of pressure
and ear pitch changes too!

Quoting: Ozark

Ozark, you are not alone. Since the Virgina quake, I don't feel like I've had a day without having
some sort of phyical sensation from earth changes and movements. Even though I don't tolerate
them well, I feel somewhat blessed that I have a built in warning system.
It's strange sometimes but I try to go with it as best I can.
My dad died 4 years ago. Occasionally he comes back to see me..mostly to tell me important
things that he feels I need to know.
Three months ago he kept popping in and telling me about the Luray, VA area. I thought he was
directing me an area that had caves for times when some think that is needed, so I decided to
take a trip there. I was there the Friday - Sunday prior to the VA earthquake.
I went to Luray caverns and had the most awesome experience. Seems what he wanted to let me
know what not to go to that place of fear if the solar issues actually happen. His message in the
end was to get my fear under control and just go with whatever is happening, rather than listening
to the people who are preparing to retreat to caves. The biggest part of his message was that the
upcoming events were not to be feared and instead welcomed. It was far more complicated than
that, but this is the idea of what I learned from my trip. It was all wrapped around the fear that can
be experienced due to my sensitivities to these changes and the fear that can come with knowing
what was coming.
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hoopity
User ID: 1507832
United States
09/15/2011 09:17 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 11:40 PM

Hey NIP, I'm still waiting to hear from you also!
The solar flares and CME's affect me also, all of the different symptoms. I am an earth sensitive.
I have peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms, my legs just give out. My disabling injuries
were caused by cumulative chemical injuries living in Louisiana with all of the crop dusting and oil
industry and a sick building doing my downfall, all medically tested and documented.
I also had all of the vaccines in the 60's, probably the contaminated ones. A lot of my friends and
other chemically injured folks I know also had the childhood vaccines. A lot also have the
degenerating peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms. I had the added vaccines for living
overseas in Singapore in the early 70's. I will never forget how ill and painful those vaccines were,
thyphus, thyphoid, diptheria and cholera. I could not lift my arms and hurt for over a week.
The flares and geomagnetic storms affect me the most. I can hear and feel them when I lie down
to sleep, so damn loud! I feel every earth wobble, 24/7.....the only relief from it is when riding in
the car! Have to be extra careful to allow for the earth wobble so as not to fall. Lots of pressure
and ear pitch changes too!

Quoting: Ozark
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My ex husband was in the army and I also underwent a lot of unneeded vaccines , including the
ones your have mentioned, which is interesting, because it was when we were living in San
Antonio at BAMC that I began to not feel well. I never thought about that. but things worsened a
lot after the 1976 swine flu vaccine. as to your wobbing, have they tested you for Meniere's? I had
terrible balance issues and would not carry by grandbaby who was living in my home when she
was born. I really flunked the menieres tests badly. this was maybe 1998 when I had the studies.
steroid use from all my stuff probably caused my cataracts, they came on suddenly, and I had
both eyes done 6 weeks apart, also I think in 1998, could have been 1999. I can't remember. Was
during the time of all the long acting steroids injected in my epidural spaces for the stenosis.
I also had seizures and my arms would give out suddenly too, another reason I did not carry the
baby around.
well Oracle, I know you are waiting, I am about 3 pages behind in my email. Mostly I am tired of
mail right now, some nasty stuff came and I cut it off for a bit. I like working here more, because
my work gets read more than answers in mail. before I had a website and depended on patrick
bellringer and others to post the material, the mail was overwhelming and I finally learned on
repetitive questions to save samples and cut and paste, which shorted the time some, instead of
writing it over and over.
I have had some people become very "needy" and wanting me to be a spiritual guru, and so have
cut back for that reason. I have the same 24 hours as anyone else in a day. So I have backed
from that. I have someone on my team who collects some of my work here and makes pdf files
out it so people can follow that and get some questions answers or think about what is said
anyway. Maybe tomorrow or so if your lucky I will dig thru it all.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/15/2011 11:55 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/16/2011 02:00 AM
Hey NIP, I'm still waiting to hear from you also!
The solar flares and CME's affect me also, all of the different symptoms. I am an earth sensitive.
I have peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms, my legs just give out. My disabling injuries
were caused by cumulative chemical injuries living in Louisiana with all of the crop dusting and oil
industry and a sick building doing my downfall, all medically tested and documented.
I also had all of the vaccines in the 60's, probably the contaminated ones. A lot of my friends and
other chemically injured folks I know also had the childhood vaccines. A lot also have the
degenerating peripheral neuropathies and MS symptoms. I had the added vaccines for living
overseas in Singapore in the early 70's. I will never forget how ill and painful those vaccines were,
thyphus, thyphoid, diptheria and cholera. I could not lift my arms and hurt for over a week.
The flares and geomagnetic storms affect me the most. I can hear and feel them when I lie down
to sleep, so damn loud! I feel every earth wobble, 24/7.....the only relief from it is when riding in
the car! Have to be extra careful to allow for the earth wobble so as not to fall. Lots of pressure
and ear pitch changes too!
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Quoting: Ozark

My ex husband was in the army and I also underwent a lot of unneeded vaccines , including the
ones your have mentioned, which is interesting, because it was when we were living in San
Antonio at BAMC that I began to not feel well. I never thought about that. but things worsened a
lot after the 1976 swine flu vaccine. as to your wobbing, have they tested you for Meniere's? I had
terrible balance issues and would not carry by grandbaby who was living in my home when she
was born. I really flunked the menieres tests badly. this was maybe 1998 when I had the studies.
steroid use from all my stuff probably caused my cataracts, they came on suddenly, and I had
both eyes done 6 weeks apart, also I think in 1998, could have been 1999. I can't remember. Was
during the time of all the long acting steroids injected in my epidural spaces for the stenosis.
I also had seizures and my arms would give out suddenly too, another reason I did not carry the
baby around.
well Oracle, I know you are waiting, I am about 3 pages behind in my email. Mostly I am tired of
mail right now, some nasty stuff came and I cut it off for a bit. I like working here more, because
my work gets read more than answers in mail. before I had a website and depended on patrick
bellringer and others to post the material, the mail was overwhelming and I finally learned on
repetitive questions to save samples and cut and paste, which shorted the time some, instead of
writing it over and over.
I have had some people become very "needy" and wanting me to be a spiritual guru, and so have
cut back for that reason. I have the same 24 hours as anyone else in a day. So I have backed
from that. I have someone on my team who collects some of my work here and makes pdf files
out it so people can follow that and get some questions answers or think about what is said
anyway. Maybe tomorrow or so if your lucky I will dig thru it all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
No concern from me. I really just wanted a little rundown on your understanding of the dna
changes that are taking place for those that can accept it and any ideas you have about helping
oneself to allow the changes.
You have already given me alot to think about, especially the ability to have Raphael help with
that work. I think I needed a jump start to get my brain thinking in the right direction.
I used to work with Raphael with other people, one in particular, so you just mentioning his name
triggered a lot of understanding and recollection.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/16/2011 09:45 AM
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NIP.
Thanks for the PM.
Yes, I can make that request, but I really appreciate that you would have done so for me.
I think the point was for you to give me that nudge and reminder....mission accomplished and I
thank you very much.
I think I am so very tired and was looking for some sort of confirmation that the DNA changes
would make all the physical ailments magically go away. I have so little time to focus on the the
work that goes with these energies and have a hard time being clear that things are transpiring in
my life just the way the need to.
Everything is changing very quickly, sometimes it's hard to keep up with it all.
Again, thank you for posting these things. I appreciate your input/posts.
Peace and Light to you.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 09:54 AM

NIP.
Thanks for the PM.
Yes, I can make that request, but I really appreciate that you would have done so for me.
I think the point was for you to give me that nudge and reminder....mission accomplished and I
thank you very much.
I think I am so very tired and was looking for some sort of confirmation that the DNA changes
would make all the physical ailments magically go away. I have so little time to focus on the the
work that goes with these energies and have a hard time being clear that things are transpiring in
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my life just the way the need to.
Everything is changing very quickly, sometimes it's hard to keep up with it all.
Again, thank you for posting these things. I appreciate your input/posts.
Peace and Light to you.
Quoting: TheOracle

well my dna hooking up didn't seem to do much for the arthritis, ms etc and confused the situation,
as way back then I didn't know yet very consciously about the process going on. It was my guide
and soul mate Tom (who is not incarnate with me this life) in fact who started coming around a lot
and giving me an education about it. He sent me to the book store to check some reading and he
was the one who coined my term "ascension syndrome", not me.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/16/2011 10:03 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/16/2011 02:18 PM
NIP.
Thanks for the PM.
Yes, I can make that request, but I really appreciate that you would have done so for me.
I think the point was for you to give me that nudge and reminder....mission accomplished and I
thank you very much.
I think I am so very tired and was looking for some sort of confirmation that the DNA changes
would make all the physical ailments magically go away. I have so little time to focus on the the
work that goes with these energies and have a hard time being clear that things are transpiring in
my life just the way the need to.
Everything is changing very quickly, sometimes it's hard to keep up with it all.
Again, thank you for posting these things. I appreciate your input/posts.
Peace and Light to you.
Quoting: TheOracle

well my dna hooking up didn't seem to do much for the arthritis, ms etc and confused the situation,
as way back then I didn't know yet very consciously about the process going on. It was my guide
and soul mate Tom (who is not incarnate with me this life) in fact who started coming around a lot
and giving me an education about it. He sent me to the book store to check some reading and he
was the one who coined my term "ascension syndrome", not me.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Yes it hasn't done much for me either in the physical way, yet there have been a few days when I
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have felt energized in an odd way. Something I don't experience often so it is very easy to pinpoint
when it happens.
I actually had symptoms of MS way back to my early 20's but they were minor, except for the
major bladder issues that always plagued me since then. MS really reared it's ugly head on me
during a time in which I was doing a lot of healing and teaching. I think that spiritual energy enters
the chakras and comes though the nervous system in order to come into your consciousness. I
believe I was vert zealous about channeling and did not concern myself with protection.
It's my thought anyway. I think the MS was there long before I started my spiritual journey...just
that the practices I did NOT use were hard on my physical body and hence MS was able to come
out in full force.
Regardless, we are still superwomen!
Peace
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
09/16/2011 02:19 PM

NIP.
Thanks for the PM.
Yes, I can make that request, but I really appreciate that you would have done so for me.
I think the point was for you to give me that nudge and reminder....mission accomplished and I
thank you very much.
I think I am so very tired and was looking for some sort of confirmation that the DNA changes
would make all the physical ailments magically go away. I have so little time to focus on the the
work that goes with these energies and have a hard time being clear that things are transpiring in
my life just the way the need to.
Everything is changing very quickly, sometimes it's hard to keep up with it all.
Again, thank you for posting these things. I appreciate your input/posts.
Peace and Light to you.
Quoting: TheOracle

well my dna hooking up didn't seem to do much for the arthritis, ms etc and confused the situation,
as way back then I didn't know yet very consciously about the process going on. It was my guide
and soul mate Tom (who is not incarnate with me this life) in fact who started coming around a lot
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and giving me an education about it. He sent me to the book store to check some reading and he
was the one who coined my term "ascension syndrome", not me.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Yes it hasn't done much for me either in the physical way, yet there have been a few days when I
have felt energized in an odd way. Something I don't experience often so it is very easy to pinpoint
when it happens.
I actually had symptoms of MS way back to my early 20's but they were minor, except for the
major bladder issues that always plagued me since then. MS really reared it's ugly head on me
during a time in which I was doing a lot of healing and teaching. I think that spiritual energy enters
the chakras and comes though the nervous system in order to come into your consciousness. I
believe I was vert zealous about channeling and did not concern myself with protection.
It's my thought anyway. I think the MS was there long before I started my spiritual journey...just
that the practices I did NOT use were hard on my physical body and hence MS was able to come
out in full force.
Regardless, we are still superwomen!
Peace
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1547413

That was me....forgot to sign in.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 10:38 PM

well back on topic, solar stuff, I made this post in elq thread, because I mentioned above I think,
about a CME not mentioned by nasa early the 14th utc.
Anyway more images are now available and this is the copy of the post I just made.

well the unreported cme that should be a direct hit from the center of the sun should arrive soon
now. this one early the 14th utc, actually would have started late the 15th utc. not the one
mentioned by space weather, that was the later one that day. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] this
one did not show on soho at all, but was on behind [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
beautiful bubble /lightbulb cme some call them.
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editing this post and placeing this link from the 14th. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] hi1 behind has
a rare bubble type cme on IT but not until about 9 utc. I was to go look at the soho images for the
14th.
OK the light bulb cme at the beginning of sept 14, did show barely on soho, the HALO look. here
is one sample [link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
There is NOTHING on SOHO OR stereo cor 2 a or b, that matches this lightbulb cme ejection
around 9 utc on the 14th, On stereo HI 1 B linked above. how strange. I have never seen
anything, and as the time progresses it surely looks like a cme, but I have no idea on why it
doesn't show on the others, except that is isn't in the range of the other equipment.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/16/2011 11:36 PM

well checked stereo before turning in, cme on stereo ahead cor 2, at beginning of Sept 17 utc.
barely on behind. Nothing on soho yet. could be earth directed, will have to wait and see any more
images tomorrow. good night.
RelaxingVibes
User ID: 1524358
United States
09/17/2011 03:38 AM
well back on topic, solar stuff, I made this post in elq thread, because I mentioned above I think,
about a CME not mentioned by nasa early the 14th utc.
Anyway more images are now available and this is the copy of the post I just made.

well the unreported cme that should be a direct hit from the center of the sun should arrive soon
now. this one early the 14th utc, actually would have started late the 15th utc. not the one
mentioned by space weather, that was the later one that day. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] this
one did not show on soho at all, but was on behind [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
beautiful bubble /lightbulb cme some call them.
editing this post and placeing this link from the 14th. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] hi1 behind has
a rare bubble type cme on IT but not until about 9 utc. I was to go look at the soho images for the
14th.
OK the light bulb cme at the beginning of sept 14, did show barely on soho, the HALO look. here
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is one sample [link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
There is NOTHING on SOHO OR stereo cor 2 a or b, that matches this lightbulb cme ejection
around 9 utc on the 14th, On stereo HI 1 B linked above. how strange. I have never seen
anything, and as the time progresses it surely looks like a cme, but I have no idea on why it
doesn't show on the others, except that is isn't in the range of the other equipment.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Is this the cme hitting us right now ? [link to img11.imageshack.us]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/17/2011 04:57 AM

yes, possibly why I woke up, body picking up stuff, eating a bit, going back to bed soon.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/17/2011 09:19 AM

Yesterdays compilation.

Ok since its quieter today, should be easier to watch. so here goes the missing 4+ on usgs post.
1:02 Utc mb 5.4 FED. STATES OF MICRONESIA REGION
2:02 Utc mb 4.5 EASTERN HONSHU, JAPAN
2:49 utc 41.49 S 177.53 W mb 4.7 EAST OF NORTH ISLAND, N.Z.
2:50 utc 37.13 S 178.38 W mb 4.4 A EAST OF NORTH ISLAND, N.Z. (very different location from
one above.
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2:51 11.00 N 167.32 E 15 Km depth mb 5.7 MARSHALL ISLANDS REGION
3:03 utc 81.13 N 65.93 E 33 km mb 4.4 FRANZ JOSEF LAND, RUSSIA
5:27:55 UTC mb 4.3 50 km depth New Zealand (geonet)
6:45 utc 22.84 N 26.45 W 33 km mb 4.8 NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN LDG
7:46 utc 48.23 N 108.72 E 160 km mb 5.2 CENTRAL MONGOLIA
10:28 utc 47.72 N 153.03 E 114 km mb 4.1 KURIL ISLANDS
I will edit this thru the day and then quote it at the end of the utc day.
12:44 utc mb 3.9 to 4.0 CRETE, GREECE
18:23 UTC mb 6.0 SOUTH OF SOLOMON ISLANDS
18:29 utc mb 6.1 WEST OF MARIANA ISLANDS
19:39 utc 34.33 N 140.56 E 25 mb 4.4 NEAR EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
19:39 utc 42.99 N 141.92 E 33 mb 5.0 A HOKKAIDO, JAPAN REGION I am calling these last
two, 2 different quakes, far apart from either other. or maybe at each end of a long fault line.
19:46 67.45 N 50.09 E 10 mb 5.1 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
20:16 40.18 N 143.67 E 20 mb 5.2 OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
I will note that on [link to www.emsc-csem.org] that many of these Japan quakes and some others
were counted as a single quake, but these were widespread over the faults involved.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/17/2011 11:12 AM

if some of you have not seen this link [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] its a good one to get the
current data during solar storms. click on the dials to get the data. this is a moderate CME
according to Candace's learning over time, but the AE index seems a bit intense based on the
bz's with this. While the storm itself as to protons and wind is "average' the AE seems a bit
"elevated."
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/17/2011 02:07 PM

well this current CME in progress has 3 bumps on the AE index all about 4 hours apart. And the
haarp TEC graph is unusual. I don't know the meaning of each color there, have never found the
instructions to interpret, so I only go on the patterns I watch. this is one very different pattern but I
don't know if it means anything at all. [link to maestro.haarp.alaska.edu]
The effects on the haarp magnetometer is pretty intense too. Lots of stuff coming in to churn the
ionospheric soup. [link to 137.229.36.30]
Some of you may be picking this up via how you feel today.
and of course here, from the goes satillites which are closer to earth is the evidence of breech
also. [link to www.n3kl.org] I find it amazing this is KP 6 storm, something is changing. We have
had far bigger storms with much smaller KP's, usually more like 4 and maybe 5.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/17/2011 02:08 PM
kim kyung Suk
User ID: 1554716
Korea, Republic of
09/17/2011 11:28 PM
I can,t sleep a few days ,too
psssst its Horusinsun! lol!
User ID: 1554925
Australia
09/18/2011 04:13 AM
nice warm day here in the southern regions lol! Beautiful sun and a nice grumbling 4.5 in
Queensland, ever on alert and in preparedness smiling politely via a big cheesey friend of ours!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/18/2011 09:53 AM
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nice warm day here in the southern regions lol! Beautiful sun and a nice grumbling 4.5 in
Queensland, ever on alert and in preparedness smiling politely via a big cheesey friend of ours!
Quoting: psssst its Horusinsun! lol! 1554925

hmmm not seeing this on usgs. do you have an australian link? I had one once.
---------------------------------It is NOT Rude of me to ask that on this very confused world, that it's citizens stop to think about
what they carry around as "truth" that is indeed BLING. It is the time of the blind leading the blind
and the internet makes that easy for everyone to get on their soapbox. This is not a bad time, but
you must take responsibility for what YOU create, and be careful not to pass on the BLING as
"truth." INSPECT everything, thus you can consciously grow your MIND/SOUL.
To Consciously GROW yourself, to have desire for knowledge, is of GOD. It is what makes you in
fact, a SON of God. You are to develop your GOD MIND. THAT IS YOUR PURPOSE for YOUR
LIFE ETERNAL. ALWAYS the continual Development of FIERY INTELLIGENCE, centered in
heart. There is no other way to God KNOWING in fact.
--------------------------------------Horusinsun
User ID: 1556197
Australia
09/19/2011 02:27 AM
Ummm, it did appear on Iris Siesmic monitor mate, as USGS are getting into that bad habit again
of not reporting things as you well know dear friend....just looked again and its seems to have
been down graded to 4.1 unless my eyes are playing up again lol, as there is quite a glare here in
Tasmania and I do spend alot of time getting some sun lol, I know this is the eq link, but a few
friend are also showing themsleves in flashes in the sky, hopefully you vare well and will keep in
contact via this portal!
Horusinsun
User ID: 1556197
Australia
09/19/2011 02:40 AM
BTW India has got a nice 6.8 plus a smaller quake on Iris atm, what has been interesting for me is
the timing of the Vanuatu Quakes recently and also the ones that hit off Japan, in non linear
terms, are these the one quake manifesting as obviously movement occours? To me it seems,
that they start at a depth and concentricly move upward thru the earths crust.
Also the pulses coming in from the Suns atm, it was mentioned that electrums are graded as
unprogrammable or are usually "junk" if you like, how do photons and electrums counter act each
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other? It is in my understanding thaht the photon is a programmed light quotent and the electrum
is merely a free radical if you will. Does this mean that the photons will either clear or gobble
electrums similar to how the golden nebula as talked about by Sananda Germain is gobbling up
electrums in the greater local universe, is this the function of photons through the field? Sounds a
bit scattered I know but hopefully you can help make some sense of this and have a lovely day
Nobody in Particular!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/19/2011 12:09 PM

Ok from yesterday. I don't think after I did this I found any more unposted stuff. Not sure if I will
bother today, depends of what is showing up there. I post these in ELQs thread and then move it
here.
well I can tell, its a day to keep track of the unreported on usgs, seem some already just on
skimming EMSC
for starters if I dont find it there, there's a report in my own thread of a 4.5 in queensland australia.
when I don't know.
OK LINK to glp thread on the australia quake. Thread: Earthquake followed by loud rumbling in
Northern Australia.
19:05 utc 36.69 N 70.93 E 63km mb 4.3 HINDU KUSH REGION, AFGHANISTAN
18:35 utc 30.00 N 82.57 W 25km mb 4.8 FLORIDA-GEORGIA BORDER REGION
18:34 utc 18.69 N 85.48 W 25km mb 4.8 EAST OF THE YUCATAN PENINSULA
18:32 utc 42.76 N 139.94 E 33km mb 5.3 HOKKAIDO, JAPAN REGION (this one is so far from
the other one post at that time it seems separate)
12:47utc 48.30 N 29.10 E 20 km Mw 5.9 UKRAINE

12:42utc 41.29 N 80.56 E 25km mb 5.2 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
12:38utc 4.55 S 79.25 E 33km mb 5.5 SOUTH INDIAN OCEAN

11:02 utc 50.02 N 156.13 E 100km mb 4.0 KURIL ISLANDS
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8;26utc 37.15 N 14.35 W 10km mb 4.8 AZORES-CAPE ST. VINCENT RIDGE
7:14utc 60.76 N 49.91 E 33km mb 5.0 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
6:27utc 7.56 S 43.17 E 33km mb 5.2 EAST OF TANZANIA
2:47 utc 36.81 N 82.60 E 1 mb 4.2 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
00:48utc 57.46 N 27.38 E 100km mb 5.1 ESTONIA-LATVIA-RUSSIA BORDER REG
per usual I will edit and update this.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/20/2011 09:07 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/19/2011 12:24 PM

well what the heck, here we go today. some missing, might as well track them. will post them here
and then move to elq's thread, because of all the posting there. 4+ quakes. USGS claims they
post all the 2.5+ they don't but I need to limit the effort, so I am doing only 4+

00:49 utc 36.87 N 72.08 E 2km ML 4.2 TAJIKISTAN
00:49 utc 37.03 N 71.15 E 5km mb 4.0 to 4.6 HINDU KUSH REGION, AFGHANISTAN
2:47 utc 36.81 N 82.60 E 1km mb 4.2 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
11:02 utc 50.02 N 156.13 E 100km mb 4.0 KURIL ISLANDS
11:12 Utc 24.38 N 21.59 E 1km mb 4.4 LIBYA
11:26 utc 55.69 N 32.22 E 30km mb 4.4 WESTERN RUSSIA
more later if necessary.
well I just realized I put several from yesterday in the previous post. I was getting tired last night.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/20/2011 09:08 AM
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Horusinsun
User ID: 1557535
Australia
09/20/2011 12:28 AM
Thanks for posting these missing quakes Nobody in Particular, I was up late last night as I usually
do watching monitoring programs, interesting bunch of sunspots on spaceweather yesterday,
looking at the current realtime data on the field, I have seen the field in this position before and
have a feeling that when it is like it is now, we get some jolts deep in the earth, its 2:16pm, and I
have just gotten up, its warm again here in the Southern region of Australia, birds a chirpping and
my cats seem nice and stable today.
Being a recent addition to this state, I have gotten to know the locals, and apparently we get eqs
here is Tasmania all the time, roughly two weeks ago, I was having a smoke on the back porch
and felt a decent tremor through my feet, being a sensitive as well I can feel these quakes
sometime when I'm on my game so to speak, the vibrations over the last week were quite strong,
whom I have grown to after CME that arrived, I do get instructed to lay down alot by guides so to
process the infromation from these events as well as to centre myself...........Mother Eartrh is an
incredible being whom I have quite an affection for, I am not into doom and gllom, but am
absolutely fascinated by Eqs, Volcanoes and the like, its something you do experience everyday
above the mundane, which I must clean my house !
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/20/2011 01:01 PM

Ok right now we are sort of running slow in the magnetosphere/ionosphere activity. however the
electrons are NOT decreasing. In fact these are changes, as is the proton energies. For over a
week now, could be two weeks I don't know, these graphs have lots of INCREASE on them and
this is change.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] this has to do with proton activity and it is often BLACK. this large
"circle" of blue is not the norm. And today, despite any apparent increase in solar energy arriving,
has a lighter blue center than before.
[link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov] now today and yesterday the red area is a bit less, but the areas yellow
green and light blue are hugely expanding. There is usually more energy in this during a solar
storm, but it quickly dies back. Its not doing that.
[link to www.gdgps.net] ;and here's the famous white SPOT its NOT a "hole". The software simply
can't express the energies that are beyond the highest color on this. Been a lot more of this lately
too, as per that white hole thread that was running and probably still is.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/20/2011 07:22 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp] now these images change out, it may not work but look at the bell shaped
depression of the pressure image. Heres another. [link to www2.nict.go.jp]
If the above links are out of date, find the best one what is closest to this green spike on the
density graph under the pressure images. [link to www2.nict.go.jp]

Something strong enough arrived to do that! there is also a density spike at geostationary orbit
too, around 8:30 UTC or so.
And here's proof it isn't just a glitch. Plenty of white from the proton count. [link to www2.nict.go.jp]
There are often quakes after these.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/20/2011 07:29 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/20/2011 07:40 PM

[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] interesting.
Horusinsun
User ID: 1558765
Australia
09/20/2011 09:30 PM
Just got out of bed and had a look at Nict, there is a density spike that shoots up out of what it
seems to me relativly stable density, then it drops of, as of late I have been noticing pulses
through the field, which indeed raises the vibration, including raising myself out of old thought
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patterns, it is interesting to note about the polar shift of this age, according to the masters, the one
we were actively engauaged in didnt pose well for the mass consciousness of the planet, in fact
we back step back then, around the fall of Atlantis when the race from Mars in a projected time
flux entered this world via the vortexes and ended building machinery that pulled open
dimensional reality. There has been much work done on reversing the polarity of those vortexes
which most of humanity would forget, that makes this current activity all the more exciting and
incredible, as past problems will finally be able to be fixed.
On spaceweather, they are reporting via a cool movie that a CME is heading for Mercury within
the next day or so, and Earth is to be glanced by another that was generated in the previous
weeks, I am not too sure on the accuracy of this information, however they are saying that 22nd of
Sept is when it is to arrive. Today there is also 40 per cent chance of M flares as well as Nasa
reprting sunspots 1305, 1295, 1296 " Crackling" with C flares.
Also in news local, Monday was a glorious day with not much cloud activity here. At around 10pm
the winds suddenly pick up quite dramatically and we had a spawned thunderstorm much to my
delight. Certain friends have been reporting the possibilty of storms manifesting suddenly during
this time due to the nature of the ionosphere which is going to be quite interesting.
Well enough from me for now........catch you all soon!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/20/2011 09:53 PM

well I woke up to raw throat and chest and the worst chemtrails I have seen here in some months
now.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/21/2011 03:23 PM

Well the sun is seriously off, or rather earths rotation. Set was at least 10 minutes early and
reported also by a friend in the carib. He reported early rise, I was up but we had black clouds
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east. I did not get an exact time for solar noon, because I didn't hear the alarm, was out doing
yard work, but the place where I check is running very ahead of where it should be when I came
in. I watched this alot in the past I know its off as to my solar noon set up. casting way too much
shadow too soon.
I will try to get rise tomorrow, so I can see if we are at equinox yet. we were no where close a few
day ago.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/21/2011 04:06 PM
Horusinsun
User ID: 1647692
Australia
09/22/2011 12:36 AM
Morning lol,
Had a big sleep in today as there alot of processing going on of the information, which is
streaming in now!
As I usually have my cup of tea and morning cig on the back doorstep I get my morning sun
meditation done.
I noticed this morning that theres alot of white to ultraviolet light peaking in around the sun.
I love days like these with the sun being like this as I get to channel it into the dna centers and
clear my foggy head after being asleep.
Yesterday I felt a bit off balance, dizzy in some respects and things did seem to be out of whack a
bit. I have been getting visuals of the correcting of the rotation or orbit either of the suns or an axis
movement of some sort.
In these visuals I see the sun rolling back toward the northeast, just a few degrees over north and
it does seem to pull at the energy centres quite a bit. During times like these I am directed to lie
down and usually surface in the late afternoon or at night. At this time things seeem to usuaually
settle down a bit, although of late the menatl chatter doesnt seem to die down until after 11pm!
Sorry to hear about those chemtrails, and I certainly hope your sore throat clears up quickly, raw
garlic helps alot!
According to Nasa tommorrow we will be glanced by a CME that has been bouncing around the
local areas of Earth, so it should be interesting to see what happens next.
All my very best!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 07:09 AM
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Well we have an X flare and my body is on fire from it. I gave up and got up. the burning actually
started about 1 1/2 hours ago, this was rising when I got up.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/22/2011 07:12 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 09:24 AM

I am curious about this X xray flare. there is a CME which is showing on stereo. the SOHO images
are not updated yet.
AHEAD: [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
this is either a huge halo type CME, or there are two of them.
BEhind: [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
My guess is this is not earth directed, but we still have to wait and see if the CME is actually from
the X flare site or not. And if whether it's from a sunspot or a massive filament. there was a huge
filament on the front of the sun a day or so ago. I haven't rechecked.
OK yesterday [link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov] actually 24 hours ago. you can a filament.
This is the eve look, a few hours after now. [link to lasp.colorado.edu] but I think that bright spot is
just the new sunspot coming around and not the source of the X x ray flare.
OK space weather is covering that and has an image of the flare (not cme) coming out of the new
sunspot coming around on the east limb. and in my post after this one, with the craft on stereo B
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you can see that it is a well developed sun spot.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/22/2011 09:42 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 09:29 AM

OMG god, this is behind this morning. look at the craft. I was just looking at solarimg images. [link
to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] you can enlarge this one.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/22/2011 09:30 AM
Snear
User ID: 1557688
Austria
09/22/2011 09:39 AM
what does it mean?
danger for earth?
earthquakes?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/22/2011 09:47 AM

what does it mean?
danger for earth?
earthquakes?
Quoting: Snear

nothing much for us I don't think. Even the x ray X flare is coming of the eastern edge so I don't
know if that affect any quakes or not. the biggy hot spot at the time was over Africa on this: [link to
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www.swpc.noaa.gov] the middle was right over africa and bright red with the absorption at 35. I
surely perceived it though as the energy spread thru the ionosphere. it was dark here when I got
up at 4 am unable to sleep. I was somewhat energized, plus skin was 'burning." got some
housework done etc. I have had days of dragging, but it was better yesterday. I was not online
watching this stuff at the height of the last max, but I do now know that I have felt large M and X
flares for many years now, which I could never associate before I was watching stuff like this.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/22/2011 09:50 AM
Horun
User ID: 1734215
Australia
09/22/2011 11:16 PM
Hello everyone,
Indeed intersting week ahead of us.
I crawled into bed late lat night and tossed and truned for ages, just could seem to rest. Was very
agitated as I now realise that when major acivity like this happens it stirs up old feelings etc.
The CME that is glancing earth is more directed to the western side of earth if you can imagine
viewing earth head on from such a location in space, lol, must have been a trip on board last
night!
I have a feeling we'll get many minor earthquakes, this seems to be in my "visual" this morning.
We had a nice rainstorm over night and some strong winds......but it is nice and sunny today here.
I wnoder which ship is the "big puppy"?
I know the PLedians have been in contact with me for some time now.
Semjase is getting really excited about seeing me again, as when I was a child I had major visions
and dreamtime experiences with the Federation, so much so to include the embedded memory
that the ships will come at night.
Heading out to do some everyday shopping things and I have to get my lawns done, so I am
going to soak up as much of the rays as possible, I was just out on the back porch waking up and
my upper energy centres are spinning quite fast as I can see the energy now in my Auric field
clearing after many years of the dark viel of illusion being all around us.
Hope all have a wonderful day filled with joy nd excitement as many things are about to manifest
for us and with us!
Kind Regards,
Horusinsun
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
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09/23/2011 05:17 AM

No Cme glancing earth at all right now!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/23/2011 05:44 AM

well I got up at 3, after lying awake for an hour meditating, and star ship Sirius is putting on lovely
show, with a lot of red light. IT doesn't normally flash red.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1533774
United States
09/23/2011 11:56 AM
OMG god, this is behind this morning. look at the craft. I was just looking at solarimg images. [link
to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] you can enlarge this one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Incredible.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/23/2011 12:02 PM
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[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] some still around this morning too. fewer now though.
Shot at 1 UTC last night. (7 pm for me) [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
even a bit on cor ONE behind an hour ago. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
link to yesterdays thumbnails, they start about 10 utc and pick up a lot a couple hours later and
hang the entire rest of the images which are only thru 18 UTC. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
todays list. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
BIG PUPPY in this one to the right. Big Puppy is my name for this monster craft. [link to
stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/23/2011 12:50 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/23/2011 01:48 PM

[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] wow all lit up from the biggy flare and continuing one m and
otherwise c level x ray flux I guess. at the time I posted this the polar areas were quite colorful with
lots of red and orange.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/23/2011 01:49 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/23/2011 02:03 PM
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I may check this more often at this site. I used to a long time ago but their information was
considerably more spotty then. This is a nice coverage.
[link to sidc.oma.be]

PRESTO FROM SIDC - RWC BELGIUM Fri Sep 23 2011, 1205 UT
Catania 82 (NOAA AR 1302) is the most active region on the solar disk. This region was the
source of the X flare yesterday and has continued to produce C-flares, the largest one being a
C9.6 flare peaking at 00:33 UT. Also Catania 72 (NOAA AR 1295) remains very active with
numerous C-flares yesterday and today. At 01:59 UT today it produced an M1.6 flare. No clear
CME was associated to any of these events. However, the CME that accompanied the X flare
yesterday was a large scale event. PROBA2/SWAP difference images show a global EUV wave.
STEREO A and B chronographs imaged a clear halo CME. SOHO/LASCO suffers from a data
gap, but also suggest a halo CME. Speed estimates based on COR2 data lead to a CME speed
between 620 (based on STEREO A) and 900 km/s (based on STEREO B). We expect the earth
may receive a glancing blow from this CME, probably in the morning of september 25. As a result
of this event, the GOES proton flux also started to rise, but the measurements stayed just below
the ~10MeV threshold. We can expect more C- and possibly M-flares from regions Catania 72
(NOAA AR 1295, turning over the west limb) and Catania 82 (NOAA AR 1302).
Geomagnetic conditions are currently quiet. If the glancing blow of the CME of yesterday reaches
the Earth on September 25th, unsettled to active conditions are possible.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] from yesterday which I posted earlier in this thread. the area to the
lower left would be why it may glance us. I figured maybe there had possibly been two CME's
about the same time, but its just a huge halo I guess.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/23/2011 02:10 PM
Horuinsun
User ID: 1864446
Australia
09/24/2011 01:45 AM
Well, thankyou Spaceweather for the bs CME, I am a bit red faced and embarressed today
becuase pf it lol!
Another bueatiful day here, with Azzure blue skies and a gentle warmth from brother sun. A few
annoying grinders being used by the neighbours, but hey what are you gonna do!
Interesting piccie of Big Puppy, also intereswting were the ships over Russia, I was picking up a
few things on the eithers for the last few months about talks with Russian parliament, but this
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could just be my own prejections!
So what is the function exactly of Big Puppy? are these the transport ships or some kind of
universal tow truck so to speak or some kind of arcitectural ship that works on the firmament?
Just about to have a look at field for the last day that yggims on youtube outs together!
As I type I just had a look and it seems there hasnt been must activity on his page for awhile. I
used to look at this all the time but do to recent relocations my day to day life has been through
some upheavals lol.
Theres alot of speculation going on as to when this satelite will come down, otherwise to me there
is not much news worth watching on MSM, which I bouycot like the plague it is!
All seems poised now for a big surprise! Eq activity is showing some quakes just below the
surface of the earths crust at a stable magnitude, seems like a calm before the storm so to speak.
Spacweather is talking about solar flares again due to a recent addition to the earth facing side of
the sun with sunspot areas as big as the earth coming into view. X flares have been given a 20
per cent probabitity and M clas are at a 70 per cent.
Should be an interesting week though as this progress rapidly as a few messages coming in now
poit to the likelihood of this occourring.
Not much else to report, hope you all are well NIP I certainly hope the throat is better.
Off for a shower and then some yoga followed by a 7pm meditation timeslot.
Kind Regards,
Brendan.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/24/2011 09:27 AM

well on checking the solar data after getting up we had another x flare, about x.2 maybe about 10
utc. And a tall M in progress right now. Otherwise its quiet. very quiet. NICK has been down for
some time now, but nothing of interest on ACE. Or anywhere else.
also we are NOT at equinox at all. I checked this morning was up early enough, sunrise a couple
minutes late but I had to find a place where I could get a clear shadow to determine and the sun
caste a shadow that clearly said, and this was after it had been up nearly 15 minutes (thus moved
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south some already), and the shadow cast was clearly proving the sun is still NORTH of due east.
so we have not reached equinox yet.
Ok the M looks to be about an M 8
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/24/2011 10:00 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/24/2011 09:41 AM

the craft around the sun are not tranports, they have technology on them to manipulate the sun.
We don't have a firmament yet, we will and I supposed some could be involved in the rebuilding of
that too though. I haven't asked exactly what big buppy does or if there are more than one of
those up there.
As to our moving solar system, I assume their is one or more crafts assigned to the brown dwarf, I
could ask I guess. I don't know if craft are involved with moving it, or their is some sort of other
energy applied or used.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/24/2011 10:02 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/24/2011 12:39 PM

well there was a massive halo CME maybe associated with the X flare but it seems a little late.
there is a tiny CME before this big one. NASA on space weather mentions only a fague cloud at
this point with the X flare, so I am going that this first one is the X flare, and this huge one stand
alone not related to the X flare. Well have to wait on all the data though because there aren't
current SOHO images yet, probably not until tomorrow or later today. I will do a search later and
see, because what's on the search is not always what they show to the public.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
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It's also on stereo B cor 2 but less brilliant.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
Snear
User ID: 1557688
Austria
09/24/2011 03:21 PM
Thread: The Doom IS The Sun!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/24/2011 03:42 PM

Thread: The Doom IS The Sun!
Quoting: Snear

yes I saw that, Unimpressive at the moment.
Horusinsun
User ID: 1936083
Australia
09/24/2011 10:49 PM
Cool, thanks NIP for the explanation on the craft lol, I was wondering last night wether big puppy
was the Phoenix, but then I rememeber reading the phoenix journal number 30 and that the
phoenix was positioned near the Pleides, however this could have changed?
Had the worst headache ever last night and still feel the effects today, just got up feeling pretty
terrible but then remembered that first contact is very very soon which is more than worth putting
aside these feelings lol!
Just went to spaceweather and they are saying a possibility of a glancing CME hitting earth on
26th plus 7 hours, and yes I just saw it there with my own two eyes!
SPACE WEATHER
NOAA Forecasts
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Updated at: 2011 Sep 24 2200 UTC
FLARE 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
CLASS M 80 % 80 %
CLASS X 40 % 40 %

Geomagnetic Storms:
Probabilities for significant disturbances in Earth's magnetic field are given for three activity levels:
active, minor storm, severe storm
Updated at: 2011 Sep 24 2200 UTC
Mid-latitudes 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
ACTIVE 40 % 10 %
MINOR 30 % 50 %
SEVERE 01 % 30 %
High latitudes 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
ACTIVE 40 % 10 %
MINOR 30 % 60 %
SEVERE 01 % 30 %
Heres the current data they are posting on flares etc.
Should be an interesting week, Iris siesmic have a few quakes on it today, but we shall see if this
CME does come wether activity will increase.
Note this morning my ezars are buring and then I went into hot and colds for abit, wether this be
the effects from the other day or a cold we'll have to wait and see.
Have a great day everyone,
Kind Regards,
Brendan.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/24/2011 10:59 PM

Cool, thanks NIP for the explanation on the craft lol, I was wondering last night wether big puppy
was the Phoenix, but then I rememeber reading the phoenix journal number 30 and that the
phoenix was positioned near the Pleides, however this could have changed?
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Had the worst headache ever last night and still feel the effects today, just got up feeling pretty
terrible but then remembered that first contact is very very soon which is more than worth putting
aside these feelings lol!
J
Brendan.
Quoting: Horusinsun 1936083

the Phoenix moves where they want it to go. it was over denver down low, I mean looking like
venus does, size wise, brighter even, for 10 months in 2005. CM put on a light show one night for
the neighbor kids.
The Phoenix is a very small command craft, about 900 meters in diameter. (about 1/2 mile). So
that should give you an idea how down close he was.
He has told me at least one, one time he was parked out by saturn, in one piece we did, and I
don't remember where saturn was to us at that time. I have finally had a couple better days.
Horusinsun
User ID: 1960911
Australia
09/25/2011 08:42 AM
Nip thankyou so very much for what you do, you are a true inspiration and born leader dear one!
I am looking forward to meeting more with CM, I did ask him why the sunglasses, and then got
quite a bright flash!
Its a wonderful time to be here, at last dear Gaia will be lifted out of this smog and into a birght
new future. Dindt do meditation tonight as my head feels like it is going to explode!
Here is the latest from Spaceweather:

A solar wind stream flowing from the indicated coronal hole could reach Earth on Sept. 30th or
Oct. 1st. Credit: SDO/AIA.
SPACE WEATHER
NOAA Forecasts

Updated at: 2011 Sep 24 2200 UTC
FLARE 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
CLASS M 80 % 80 %
CLASS X 40 % 40 %

Geomagnetic Storms:
Probabilities for significant disturbances in Earth's magnetic field are given for three activity levels:
active, minor storm, severe storm
Updated at: 2011 Sep 24 2200 UTC
Mid-latitudes 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
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ACTIVE 40 % 10 %
MINOR 30 % 50 %
SEVERE 01 % 30 %
High latitudes 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
ACTIVE 40 % 10 %
MINOR 30 % 60 %
SEVERE 01 % 30 %

Here in Tasmania I might finally get to see some dancing lights of the Aurora variety.
New message from Federation on Youtube, Andromadeans and alot of the other councils are
talking about the increasing evergy vibrations and the practice of detatchment from the illusion of
chaos.
I have been seeing the shuttle craft in my vision time and know we are closer than ever at ending
the stranglehold of the dark cabals from this thirteen millenia or so of out and out bastardry
against CM and us all!
I am sending much love to CM and Jmannuel at this time congratulating him and his great team,
meaning you guys at AHS.
Ever an avid reader, and much support from me to you all at this time.
Also on spaceweather there was a recording of the sun activty from Mexico on the 24th.
Interesting noise coming in, lets hope it takes out the TV so there is no more nausiating TV
broadcasts from the deceivers. I have resigned myself not to watching TV until you know what
happens!
Keep up the great work, I have been trawling GLP for others threads done by yourself, and few
posters are quite intelligent whilst I see you copped abuse from sheer ingnorance of those with
the insults. If I had internet back then I would have come to your assistance, with my etheral
sword of truth, however I was staying at a halfway home, trying to get trough to the Christians who
were running the place, manhy seeds planted, as thanks to them for looking after me I painted the
star that used to be in the LHC of the AHS, I am not that well apainter as I would have gladly
painted one of Jmannuel there, how fascinating the image from the Akashic Records of the good
man and Joseph. I can certainly attest the the authenticity of it.
Oh well, Yoga and then bed me thinks. Soon I will be able to speak with you in person, maybe a
stiff drink or just a cosmic cappucino.
Thoughts like this keep me going, looking forward to that American charm.
Talk to you soon, and Love to all beings as they awake to thr good times that are manifesting.
Kind Regards,
Brendan.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
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United States
09/25/2011 09:38 AM

well I think the expected CME is here, without Nict I have to of course look at other data. Proton
increase since

Latest Solar Wind Values from [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] click the dials for figures below.
the pressure of 2.2 would not be showing white as yet, but lots of red at least. Pressure is a
function of wind speed and protons.
Created: 2011 Sep 25 1323 UTC
Magnetic Field
(Based on GSM coordinates) Plasma
Total Field, B : 9.1 nT Speed, V : 359.0 km s-1
Field in x-direction, Bx : 4.0 nT Temperature, T : 39823.1 k
Field in y-direction, By : -5.6 nT Density, n : 10.4 particles cm-3
Field in z-direction, Bz : 5.9 nT Pressure, P : 2.2 nPa
Latitude angle, beta : 40.6°
Angle, theta : 49.4°

ACE shows the protons jumped suddenly at about 11 utc. [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] small
increase in wind speed also. Bz is still positive so there would be no angel winds on NICT yet. AE
index can be seen here: [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] and shows the stuff is not coming in yet
either but there is an interesting energy spike just prior to 10 utc. so something hit us that would
have shown on NICT probably as a spike in protons.
we continue to have quite a few M flares. there was yet another cme off the sun possibly earth
directed near the end of UTC yesterday, 23 utc or so, I remember. Haven't checked stereo and
soho yet today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 03:16 PM
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well this glancing "blow" seems about done. Protons generally reached to 14 or so. One time
report of 16.9. the Bz never dropped out so there were unlikely t have been any "angel's winds" on
the magnetic field simulation on NICT which remains dead for whatever reason. pressuring
dropping. latest figures. Medium temperature storm.
Latest Solar Wind Values
Created: 2011 Sep 25 1918 UTC
Magnetic Field
(Based on GSM coordinates) Plasma
Total Field, B : 7.4 nT Speed, V : 335.2 km s-1
Field in x-direction, Bx : 1.2 nT Temperature, T : 70100.9 k
Field in y-direction, By : -3.8 nT Density, n : 4.4 particles cm-3
Field in z-direction, Bz : 6.2 nT Pressure, P : 0.8 nPa
Latitude angle, beta : 57.3°
Angle, theta : 32.7°

Post I made in anther thread. Nicts data is taken from the ACE satellite and there has been
nothing of interest until this morning. we have received that first minor glance of the edge of a
CME and its done and caused little of interest. The bz only dropped for a short time. [link to
www.swpc.noaa.gov]
AE index [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
[link to www.n3kl.org] so there is the evidence of the small glance too.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/25/2011 04:28 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 04:38 PM
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I am going to really work on this habit I have of posting and looking at all those solar and elenin et
all threads. Everyone is so full of BLING and prefers LIES to truth. I am so outta of them. This is
the result of the internet, and so anybody can post anything, which is GOOD but it's supposed to
challenge people to THINK and they just change quickly from following one lie to another and
don't both to even check and learn along the way. Something is wrong with the 4d process on this
planet. It's not supposed to be this bad. People are not searching for real truth and knowing. they
are just blindly doing the sheeple thing. It has gotten dramatically worse here over the summer,
and since the elenin story. I GIVE UP on those ones. They care not for reason, only for jumping
on band wagons. Enough is enough. I am going to do some fall cleaning on my house for a few
days, which will be actually better use of my time.
I am not leaving, I just have to stop the headaches of posting in threads of that sort. This is what
GLP and other forums look like now. and where is my favorite one for this? In my list of smilies,
hmm.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/25/2011 04:43 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 04:42 PM

There we go!
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Aeonpi
User ID: 1532886
United States
09/25/2011 05:53 PM

We have had ear problems too.. Left ear.. going deaf, picking up tones that not every one can
hear.
Aeonpi
User ID: 1532886
United States
09/25/2011 05:55 PM

So what does it mean. All these flares.. ? What does it mean to us.... ?
I mean this has been happening for a long time, why is now any different?>
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 06:52 PM

Nip thankyou so very much for what you do, you are a true inspiration and born leader dear one!
I am looking forward to meeting more with CM, I did ask him why the sunglasses, and then got
quite a bright flash!
Its a wonderful time to be here, at last dear Gaia will be lifted out of this smog and into a birght
new future. Dindt do meditation tonight as my head feels like it is going to explode!

Brendan.
Quoting: Horusinsun 1960911
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the sunglasses thing in something EVE of germany started some time ago. I don't recall any more
how that came about~ is Tasmania it's own country or is it part of australia? we now have at least
173 countries visiting my site.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/25/2011 06:53 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/25/2011 08:22 PM

So what does it mean. All these flares.. ? What does it mean to us.... ?
I mean this has been happening for a long time, why is now any different?>

Quoting: Aeonpi

As far as I know its not different, the sun has moved heavily out of the min, but I know I have felt
more sun stuff in the past than now. Nothing affects anybody, until the call is made for ministasis,
other than of course the normal earth changes going on and they are slow this week, because our
magnetosphere has been quiet. I mostly am doing this thread just to watch and post my own
commentary for anyone interested. I didn't have a computer online during the last solar max, well I
did, but I wasn't watching it all.
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I was coming here to post this link to BATS R US which will be useful for those who miss NICT. I
almost forgot about it. It images a bit differently but still very effective when a storm comes in. right
now its quiet too. The pressure image is on the right and the color is showing the current leval of
protons coming in. We are apparently getting another glancing blow right now.
[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov]
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/25/2011 11:51 PM
Thanks for doing a solar thread Candace.
It's "low noise"....

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 12:00 AM

Thanks for doing a solar thread Candace.
It's "low noise"....

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

and it will Stay low noise. Noise moves in, it will move right on back out. I possess a gold star

giving me godlike powers to control that.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 12:02 AM
Horusinsun
User ID: 2032877
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Australia
09/26/2011 03:57 AM
Umm the mag filed just totally went flat on nict, the usuall bell shape top has become a straight
like and everything just dropped! Interesting image!
Real-time Magnetosphere Simulation
Home
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Latest Image

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plasma Temperature and Density at Geostationary Orbit and AE Index

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent Pressure Images (20 minitus interval)

09/26/2011 07:26:22 UT
09/26/2011 07:06:12 UT
09/26/2011 06:45:58 UT

09/26/2011 06:25:45 UT
09/26/2011 06:05:34 UT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent Images (15 minutes interval)
Time Data
Not sure wehter the image made it through or not, but probably in the next hour or so it will curve
again. Not much on Densoty or heat and By just went downwards.......I am still learning how to
read this thing and could do withan Realtime Magnetosphere for dummies session lol.
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As for the ramoant disinfor, bring on Ministasis which will be meditated on every moment now, the
much needed truth and change from our firends in fleet is SURELY needed.
I understand how you feel NIP, when you know something so much and you try to communicate it
and it seems to fall on deaf ears, lets pray the miracle opens up our eyes and hearts to what is
true and needed at this time. I mean I was absolutely gobsmacked that another 9/11 came around
with not as much as a fart from the truth movement in America, no you NIP, one new youtube
camera angle change and nothing more on that dark day. I advise folks to reach Holy War Inc,
which was released before 9/11 as a book, which details the CIA involvement in running terror
campaigns and backing to those toy soldiers they later used as scapegoats.....wool needs to be
shorn and sadly the infested dag ends of America need an immediate inspection and healing if we
are to move forward.
Tasmania is still apart of Colonial Australia the false state and it sickens me to go down Yorj street
or some other Bristish named street here, where the buildings are soulless monsters in the eys of
a decaying city, beautiful nature in the other regions of this state, but the memory in the earth of
violence, oppression and killing, really does drown the senses.
Good Night!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 09:27 AM

shit, I wrote a whole teaching post and something went with the glp server I guess, and the page
just disappeared and now my post is gone. well. anyway, we have either a cme or a shock wave
going on. I don't feel like reconstructing this yet, I am feeling this storm really intensely. Woke up
very much with truck ran over me syndrome . Any way, Nict is back up. Protons got to 30+, bz
fairly deep during that time. about -16.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 09:27 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 10:17 AM
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Horusinsun, images never copy and paste to glp. thankyou for your answer about Tasmania and
what is seen there. We have tons of soulless cities and buildings in this country and despite what
they teach in school, we are still a British Colony.
I do not like what I am seeing recently on BATS R US. [link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov] huge change
in the IMF lines in them. This is not the norm.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 10:19 AM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/26/2011 10:46 AM
shit, I wrote a whole teaching post and something went with the glp server I guess, and the page
just disappeared and now my post is gone. well. anyway, we have either a cme or a shock wave
going on. I don't feel like reconstructing this yet, I am feeling this storm really intensely. Woke up
very much with truck ran over me syndrome . Any way, Nict is back up. Protons got to 30+, bz
fairly deep during that time. about -16.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Woke up with a slight headache as well. Oh well, coffee works wonders! lol
Anything interesting happening in Denver, yet? :-)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 01:21 PM

exactly nothing interesting in Denver, Obama here to do his speeches then they say he goes to
silicon valley next.
3rd deep negative bz with this storm. It's a CME not a shock wave, the wind speed says so. Goes
magnetometer has just had a very negative spike to -100 Tunits. Not sure what that means.
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seems time wise to match the current bz drop out. This one is really affecting the ionosphere, did I
post the polar cap was wide open awhile ago on BATS R US? Then it suddenly closed as the bz
shot positive.
Angel wings are now spreading again, with the bz drop out, my it is swinging alot today! -20 to +20
at the drop of a pin it seems.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/26/2011 02:34 PM
[link to spaceweather.com]

IMPACT: A coronal mass ejection (CME) hit Earth's magnetic field at approximately 12:15 UT on
Sept. 26th. The impact caused significant ground currents in Norway. Also, the Goddard Space
Weather Lab reports a "strong compression of Earth's magnetosphere. Simulations indicate that
solar wind plasma [has penetrated] close to geosynchronous orbit starting at 13:00UT."
Geosynchronous satellites could therefore be directly exposed to solar wind plasma and magnetic
fields. Stay tuned for updates.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/26/2011 02:38 PM
STRONG SOLAR ACTIVITY: Having already unleashed two X-flares since Sept. 22nd, sunspot
AR1302 appears ready for more. The active region has a complex "beta-gamma-delta" magnetic
field that harbors energy for strong M- and X-class eruptions. Flares from AR1302 will become
increasingly geoeffective as the sunspot turns toward Earth in the days ahead.
On Sunday, Sept. 25th, Dutch astrophotographer Emil Kraaikamp took a magnificent picture of
the active region, which is so big only half of it fits on the screen. Click to view the entire sunspot:
[link to spaceweather.com]
Awesome pic. Worth viewing.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 03:22 PM
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[link to www.gdgps.net] two white spots!
[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov] BATS R US has for now 19 utc time frame the largest polar cap
boundary I have seen. (means its a really big "hole" of energy coming in both poles.
[link to 137.229.36.30] too. at this time, more than - 500 19+ utc
And look at the AE index here, where the graph adjusts to what is going on, so you can see the
peak how much the it is over the 1500 top on NIct. maybe 1800. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
You can always go there when nict is down.
I will get the figures when up for the bz, is appearing about -30 right now.
oh my [link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] polar absorption seems a bit more too.
wind speak is now 649, and if this keeps up some more of the CME's if they are coming may show
a bit earlier than anticipated by nasa. pressure rising again. 6.2 (which is why its white on NICT
pressure image)
two M flares today [link to www.n3kl.org] electron flux just proves we have a storm, it is always
depressed because of the intrument confusion during these. Goes magnetometer is nice and
nutty.
OH MY, KP is 8. I have not seen that that I recall during my years of watching, but we were
approaching min when I started watching this stuff and we had a long min.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] I suggest the ACE data stream was down briefly because something
crapped on the satellite. Protons back up to 10 ish, which is WHY plus the wind that the pressure
image is white in nict.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 03:38 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/26/2011 05:12 PM

[link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] we as to AE index, this is off the charts, on the original site!!!!
estimate 2700???? we should get some quakes after all this ingress. I just remembered I posted
above about the very fast halo cme two days ago, wondering if this is it.
[link to www.n3kl.org] lots of change here too. don't know if this is typical of being approaching
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max in the past or something new.

[link to umtof.umd.edu] SOHO page. at one point soho showed the protons to be about 50. There
are calling this an interplanetary shock.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/26/2011 05:56 PM
ShillsRUs
User ID: 2076687
United States
09/26/2011 05:29 PM

to find.
relevant topic for today.
Hrusinsun
User ID: 2124181
Australia
09/27/2011 05:11 AM
Yes NIP and good folks of this thread, this week will be a big one, more stuff coming from the
field, just had a looka nd the pressure is up again! Looks like the kinda energy needed for Gaia to
make her moves so to speak.
Velocity has gone right up as well and then tapered down. Nasa reporting geomag storms and
Aurora activity to move down into USa a bit more, planetary K index is at a 24 k= 8 index, reports
of lights in New York and down into USA a bit more than usual which would be great if I were
there to take some piccies.
Yes Bristish Colonialism vs Khazzar regions, oh hang on, that means the same thing doesnt it?!
lol!
With the party about to start I am offerring to join the chef in the kitchen so to speak, I would like to
offer my favourite dish of Dansih pastries to the cosmin suffle! Danish for those who now, are
better made by taking ones time so the layers of pastry unfold perfectly to give max flavour and
texture. Then theres the filling, apple and blueberrie served with cream yummmo!
The underlying tone of the Dansih analogy is about things that manifest over time and when they
are not rushed leads to greater statisfaction, similar to building ones house hey NIP?
Anyways little on the EQ front, my sister and I are avid storm watchers and I would lkike to see
avery good one at the close of this age. Unlike hurricane Hilary which will not make landfall of the
Californain/Mexican coast!
Not much more to report here, however a final comment on energy rising out of the earth. A dear
friend of mine visited my home town in Ireland, Ennistymon County Claire and was racked by
visions of ghosts and wars and the like. As another sensitive, the memory of earth and things that
happenned in certain areas can be felt and even viewed if you are attuned to see that way.
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Here in Tasmania there was countless slaughters of indigenous tribes as well as the natural
habitat. Lets know that after stasis the earth shall no longer be haunted by these atrocities. I'd
very much dislike travelling to the mideast atm although the wind does carry a fowl memory at
times of things that have happenned in distant pastures.
PS Last night I finally had a decent nights sleep where my dreams were not filled full of
nightmares, I can feel a change coming and it has been forming since I was a child.....the visions I
had then I am now starting to unterstand and if you would like to view these I have embedded my
writing with this one particular one......

Kind Belssing to you all, and keep your eyes on the horizons for out weary space buddies!
Hrusinsun
User ID: 2124181
Australia
09/27/2011 05:11 AM
Yes NIP and good folks of this thread, this week will be a big one, more stuff coming from the
field, just had a looka nd the pressure is up again! Looks like the kinda energy needed for Gaia to
make her moves so to speak.
Velocity has gone right up as well and then tapered down. Nasa reporting geomag storms and
Aurora activity to move down into USa a bit more, planetary K index is at a 24 k= 8 index, reports
of lights in New York and down into USA a bit more than usual which would be great if I were
there to take some piccies.
Yes Bristish Colonialism vs Khazzar regions, oh hang on, that means the same thing doesnt it?!
lol!
With the party about to start I am offerring to join the chef in the kitchen so to speak, I would like to
offer my favourite dish of Dansih pastries to the cosmin suffle! Danish for those who now, are
better made by taking ones time so the layers of pastry unfold perfectly to give max flavour and
texture. Then theres the filling, apple and blueberrie served with cream yummmo!
The underlying tone of the Dansih analogy is about things that manifest over time and when they
are not rushed leads to greater statisfaction, similar to building ones house hey NIP?
Anyways little on the EQ front, my sister and I are avid storm watchers and I would lkike to see
avery good one at the close of this age. Unlike hurricane Hilary which will not make landfall of the
Californain/Mexican coast!
Not much more to report here, however a final comment on energy rising out of the earth. A dear
friend of mine visited my home town in Ireland, Ennistymon County Claire and was racked by
visions of ghosts and wars and the like. As another sensitive, the memory of earth and things that
happenned in certain areas can be felt and even viewed if you are attuned to see that way.
Here in Tasmania there was countless slaughters of indigenous tribes as well as the natural
habitat. Lets know that after stasis the earth shall no longer be haunted by these atrocities. I'd
very much dislike travelling to the mideast atm although the wind does carry a fowl memory at
times of things that have happenned in distant pastures.
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PS Last night I finally had a decent nights sleep where my dreams were not filled full of
nightmares, I can feel a change coming and it has been forming since I was a child.....the visions I
had then I am now starting to unterstand and if you would like to view these I have embedded my
writing with this one particular one......

Kind Belssing to you all, and keep your eyes on the horizons for out weary space buddies!
Horusinsun
User ID: 2226760
Australia
09/28/2011 12:51 PM
Hey guys, nice night tonight, found an interesting link that shows a realtime mag field display for
26th of sept. quite a awesome sight to behold, especially when the field dissappeared for a short
amount of time.
[link to www.youtube.com]
Tonight quite quiet here but storms of the geo mag variety continue, eqs seem quiet and news of
friends in danger has put me in a really shit mood, so I wont be as bubbly.
For those ones who have dark intentions, simply fuck off and enjoy your prison sentences will you,
after all you were offerred enough is enough.
Have fun in your cells and literally shit yourself with the universal court proceedings.
Sorry guys if this is not of the mindset we are needed to be in, but after all we have seen,
witnessed and lived through down to the treatment of close family friends as well as you dear
ones, I am at my wits end with compassion for these ones.
I mean given a peaceful solution and then attack another country in Lybia? Continue force feeding
the asleep masses with your drivel? The shit stinks to high heaven, the earth was never meant for
this kind of abuse, and I am sure and will stay until she is the jewel she was intended to be!
Asking blessings from CM please, mini stasis if you will my dear man!! That way I can at least hold
a face to face conversation with NIP whom I have been worried about for years and is constantly
in my thoughts as these dark CUNTs would even do this to a dear Marayan friend.........
Now ifeel a little better, once you get to know me, I dont tolerate abuse in any form, and am
working hard to manifest a world that is FREE from these ills.
I wonder if those heavy transport ships had to be hosed out after some of the dark ones were
escorted away?
Sorry NIP if this is not of Urantian consciousness which you have struved for in all your dealings
and for who I have great respect and reverence.
I am off to meditate and hopefully when I awake, a nice of Pleadian woman mught be there to pick
me up or maybe I'll egt to see dear Eduard Mier and we can build some really cool Pledian
buildings as I was thought to, or maybe we'll have a huge showing of ships and maybe it will be
accepted by the masses that there is no threat from outer space except from those delsuional
thoughts planted in our brains by Hollywood?!
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No Greys here folks, they are in qurantine and have signed a treaty not to return, No Reptilians
either, they are not allowed near earth ever again at this rate, No Annuanaki, they were deleted
from Life for fucking up everything down to our genetics which I belive rooted alot of illness here
on earth, God is not a slave driver and not to be feared, but these bird headed creeps that were
accpeted as Gods for who knows why were more than domineering in their dealings here......God
is not pie in the sky folks, but he certainly likes pie lol, maybe come to the table folks ans
SMMMMEEEELLLL what Aton has been cooking.........
Anyways I guess I just had to let that out............and Oh me on a Solar Thread, shit... oh well I did
provide a link and maybe some long needed backup to an old teacher of mine......God bless NIP
proud of you and the crew......
And to all a goodnight as I go to bed,
Brendan, formerly of Melbourne via the universe, with a very sore neck from stress and god
knows what hit me a couple of years ago which wasnt friendly.......
Nite!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
09/28/2011 12:58 PM

I will update here later, something is not adding up, really seeing some strange stuff today and the
body is equally as strange. UGH.
well they hid a smaller cme on ACE and NICt. It's not hiding elsewhere. I will post a bit later.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/28/2011 01:53 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/04/2011 09:35 PM
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[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov] WOW First seen about 12:48 UTC, barely and then by 13:25
its well developed.
Ok, off to check this out elsewhere, stereo is interesting too right now, or near the end of the UTC
day anyway. What beautiful "art" by the sun. brb
Ok, I didn't see the one above on Stereo Ahead. There is also a large section of missing images
today, so perhaps later when they are available. But here's one that started a few hours ago.
Which seems not on SOHO at this time anyway.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] first seen about 1900 UTC. I don't see any on Stereo B because
there are no more images for the day. So hard to tell with just one image if its' earth directed.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Ok this is stereo B, showing the CME from SOHO above. So the
CME on SOHO around 12 utc. So NOT earth directed. I need to check now to see if there was a x
ray flare. Probably not. there was am M x ray flare before 9 UTC. lets wait and see what
spaceweather will place about it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/04/2011 09:50 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/05/2011 12:10 AM

[link to spaceweather.com] movie of the biggy cme today. not earth directed.
finley
User ID: 1517751
United States
10/05/2011 12:44 AM
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Oh hi NIP I wondered where you were?
Glad you gave an opinion on this. Facts actually. I could tell after a while it wasn't earth directed
but Mitch Battros of (Earth Changes Media) said a cme is arriving tonight and some guy on you
tube too. I dont see where though.
Maybe it's in some of the missing footage. Anyway I don't see anything on the Nict yet.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/05/2011 03:45 AM

Oh hi NIP I wondered where you were?
Glad you gave an opinion on this. Facts actually. I could tell after a while it wasn't earth directed
but Mitch Battros of (Earth Changes Media) said a cme is arriving tonight and some guy on you
tube too. I dont see where though.
Maybe it's in some of the missing footage. Anyway I don't see anything on the Nict yet.
Quoting: finley

spaceweather says we have minor ones coming. I don't remember, since I forgot to keep a journal
here as to when the last time anything happened. I would have to go back and look. That is one
reason i was going to keep this thread going was as a journal. Seems like we had a couple a few
days ago, but without going back, I am not sure. I could do that tomorrow I am up right now got
awakened by an alarm which should have not gone off, so I am just seeing if there was some
reason I was awakened. We did get a "gamma ray" storm, and my ears are going like crazy even
many hours later.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/15/2011 03:26 PM
AwakeInTassie
User ID: 2687042
Australia
10/05/2011 03:51 AM
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[link to spaceweather.com] movie of the biggy cme today. not earth directed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/05/2011 09:34 AM

well during the night we had a small CME arrive. Its on the usual sources. ACE ran all night, but
NICT was down for a bit, but running a few hours already. Obvious on the AE index.
Horusinsun
User ID: 2699183
Australia
10/05/2011 10:17 AM
Well folks, more energy coming in from the sun now as just Checked Realtime and much heat is
pouring in, density is up and down as well as Bz and By meters.........could be an interesting night,
convection is changing as well, things are warming up a bit in the mid latitudes.
I was out in the sun today, and with the wethaer forecast at 16c it was a hell of a lot hotter than
that. Felt some bursts coming in from the sun, now it seems that the polar regions are under some
increased pressures, a bloke on youtube was saying that he thinks we could have the polar
reversal soon.....it would be interesting to see this.
Sleeping heeps but not waking rested atm, periods of tiredness as well as total and utter
restlessness followed by dullness....it is quite a ride this time with the shifting of the polar charges,
which I think is the easiest way to explain it. I remember reading that the field will change its
electromagnetic polarity or charge....it is going to be interesting to see what this looks like.
Indeed there has been some changes in the sky, The sky seems a bit brighter at night as these
new energies flood in. I have also noticed that there is sunlight in the sky long after sundown, this
perhaps due to the location I'm in being in Tasmania, but the mind does wonder.
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Saturn and Mercury are doing an alignment atm, atronomy and astology seem to be in marriage
and I was reading that there are some major ones coming with the sun, Venus and Earth in
November which I wonder if that is what Michael is alluding to with the coming alignments he
discussed earlier.
Oh well, can I also ask you guys if you have been experiencing any memory loss atm? I have
struggling with this myself, remembering verbatim things I have read or written to a certain degree
but yhis wears off after a time.
Looks like alot of grounding ahead of us tonight, lets put it to good use and welcome brother sun
as he rises through earth mother, and forgive me for any typos.....lol.
One final note regarding the moon tonight, we had a massive ringed halo around the moon
tonight, strong clear and vibrant, I felt a little on edge but I was told once that this could be a
precurser for quakes which have been a bit quite lately.
Well I'll sign off for now, if anyone would like to chat with me or share their knowledge with me it
would be welcomed, gets a bit lonely being the only one around the house who loves this kinda
stuff.....
Kind Regarda,
Brendan via the BIG CHEESEY universe of Nebadon.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/05/2011 01:48 PM

[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu] well this small long drawn out CME has affected the ionosphere. I
think maybe it's two since we seem to have had two "bumps" as to the protons.
I wish this planet would MOVE and relieve her stress. GAIa is pathetically depressed again.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/05/2011 01:53 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/05/2011 07:49 PM
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[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] New CME on ahead about 19UTC in this image but probably about
18 Utc. Missing images is why.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Behind, and a missing images here too, but it appears it may have
also occured here. the images on both near the end of today are similar.
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov] On Soho but only the end, period of missing images also.
Understand they are not always "hiding" something, as the satellites are NOT in constant contact
with ground receiving stations, and so images must be downloaded when the satellite IS in
contact and added.
there were no X ray flares during the time of this one, so its not associated with a flare. Will have
to wait to see other images to get an idea if it will maybe glance earth or not. Its so LOW.
we have had an increase in quake numbers with the last few small cme's that have arrived. Per
usual some are left out each day, but I will only collect them if I see a LOT of them or I am in the
mood.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/05/2011 07:54 PM
Horusinsun
User ID: 2768709
Australia
10/06/2011 10:13 AM
Hey Guys,
Well its raining here and I can certainly feel Gaias sadness.
A few quakes one on the eastern coast of Us on the ridgepoint there, only 5 or os on the ricther
scale, one over six in South America and few around the ring of fire. My attention was drawn
today to California, knowing how tenuous the situation there is, I almost expect to wake and see it
gone.
Things have definately slown down quite significantly, I was hoping the recent sun activity would
stimulate Gaia to move, but she is bogged down again.
Poor Girl needs this so much, this change that is in effect that is, and we must talk with her in
prayer that once she has moved through this she will no longer be sad or depressed, but once
again restored to her true beauty and raidiance and the ones here on earth will respect her and
give reverence to her like she hasnt felt in quite some time.
We walk hand in hand with her, and I am ever greatful for her gifts she has bestowed upon us, like
the rain today brought me and my flatmate togehter so we could be inside and on good terms,
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plus the water for the plants and the way that rain cleanses the soul of us all. I also like it at night
to sleep with the rain falling, everyone is off the roads and inside where they are safe and you can
really feel at one with her during these times.
Just a few kicks Gaia and it is done, rebirth of the phoenix! The ones that go will be taken care of,
those who stay will live closer to you than in any other civilisation before. Finally you will recieve
the attention and affection you so greatly crave!
Field is taking in some new energy as we speak, density is up and the convection is snaking its
way into the mid latitudes again! It looks less than when I checked it at this time roughly last night,
maybe the small CME effects taking place?
Will keep an eye out though over the next hour or so before bedtime!
Take care all, and NIP I hope your legs get better, if it is bruising then Arnica cream helps alot to
reduce the swelling and aids in rapid healing. I discovered this years ago from my Mum when I
was struck by a car whilst riding my bike. I was on crutches for around three days, and I attribute
the rapid healing due to this wonderful ointment.
Kind Regards,
Brendan, on Earth today lol but still awaiting my Pleadien buddies!
Horusinsun
User ID: 2768709
Australia
10/06/2011 10:21 AM
Density spiked at 12.1 protons per cm3.......... as of 1:19 am 7/10/2011!
K index is in strom mode and the upper lats are quite active!
Sunspot 1313 is crackling with C class flares......
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/06/2011 10:50 PM

well I came home from an event, and find out a CME has arrived. I have a date above tonight, so I
can't watch it, will check it in the morning.
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Hprusinsun
User ID: 2823961
Australia
10/07/2011 03:51 AM
Hey guys, thought this is interesting...

06-OCT-2011 23:53:00 58.11 -32.31 4.8 9.9 REYKJANES RIDGE
06-OCT-2011 00:39:33 57.88 -32.56 5.6 10.2 REYKJANES RIDGE
06-OCT-2011 00:03:04 57.95 -32.33 5.0 10.0 REYKJANES RIDGE
05-OCT-2011 23:52:20 57.87 -32.55 5.4 10.0 REYKJANES RIDGE
05-OCT-2011 23:02:12 57.99 -32.58 4.8 10.0 REYKJANES RIDGE

Looking at the depth obviously somethings on the rise, could it be the floor and changes in ocean
depth due to stresses from the shifting polar regions? Could there be a volcano in this area?
Could the tectonics be grinding and this area under alot of pressure, I remember Esu talking about
the Azores Volcanic crater that could go, is this anywhere near this location?
Hi NIP, enjoy your date, you deserve some down time! I wonder if it is with a spunky bearded
fella?!
Anyways be sure to have fun, interesting now about CME's. we must be in the quickening now of
events......
Density has just jumped in the field again....and then is tapering off it was around 18-20 protons
per cm3 and now is back at 12......
Spaceweather is reporting relatively quiet conditions over the next 24hrs, a Solar stream on the
9th to come as well as six earth facing sunspot which they believe will have minimal earth directed
flares......
Two tropical storms off the west coast of USA down near the Cali/Mexican border and Hurricane
Phillipe in the Atlantic all look like they will not see landfall at all but will wear themselves out.....
Anyways enough for now, but I'll be watching as I like to do, overcast hear in Tasmania with a few
nice dark blue cloud fronts about, maybe we'll see lightening which would be nice.
Night Brendan.
hoopity
User ID: 2679631
United States
10/07/2011 10:35 AM
[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
(I started this thread when it looked like the 2nd cme was arriving after that series of x and m
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flares that had CME;s with them. It was not impressive, the 2nd one. I have decided to keep this
thread for my regular notes about what is happening since, and Have renamed it appropriately.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

great thread, OP!! keep it up!!! 5* and pin suggest.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/07/2011 01:50 PM

well the CME was small. what is intestesting me I forgot to mention last night. is the a line of small
quakes was removed from the California quake map yesterday. [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
there were 4 small quakes in a near perfect line west of the Elsinore fault line, starting east of
Santa anna, and running south. they were a bit more west than the quake that is left east of
escondido. the line they formed caught my attention, and was wondering if there is a unknown
fault line about 1/3 INCH (visually in the map) west of the Elsinore Fault. I don't know why the
geologists removed them. they happened with a couple hours or so.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/07/2011 01:52 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
(I started this thread when it looked like the 2nd cme was arriving after that series of x and m
flares that had CME;s with them. It was not impressive, the 2nd one. I have decided to keep this
thread for my regular notes about what is happening since, and Have renamed it appropriately.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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great thread, OP!! keep it up!!! 5* and pin suggest.
Quoting: hoopity

thankyou, doesn't need pinning at this point, since pinned stuff is current stuff and this is just here
for my use and anybody else that wants to share in it. This way I have some notes as things move
along. I really intended to get all CMEs noted etc when they happened that might be earth
directed just so I could look back.
I am noticing the asia side of the pacific rim starting to act up, which means keep watching the
quakes moving around it, a pattern I have noticed over the years. They are moving up towards the
japan area bunch today and we can probably expect some increase down the coastal us, mexico
and south america the next few days. I tend once a day or so to check the quakes on usgs vs
EMSC section for geologists to see how many are not being reported on USGS . there is for
example a 5.7 near the marianas at 9:05 utc not mentioned. I only make collections of unposted
ones as it is time consuming, when I feel like doing that and it's more than usual. One day for
example I found 6 red (6+) quakes not posted.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/07/2011 02:18 PM
Horusinsun
User ID: 2898218
Australia
10/08/2011 11:36 AM
Well another interesting day, sunshine, rain and a nice break from the norm by going out for
dinner.
Man I have some serious cabin fever atm!
Anyways, many discussions seem to be going on about California atm.
I keep getting updates from Fleet at certain times as to the likelihood of this.
I out forward a motion that it could be a good time for stasis, seesings that things are quiet with
the changes atm and that it could give us every oppourtunity for announcements and the other fun
stiff to go ahead, but tonight I have a feeling that the earth changes may accellerate!
As for not reprting these events from the folks at USGS really saddens me, as I would love to be a
siesmologist, I think I hae more integrity than those who work there, for witholding information and
such.
There was one reported a little while ago on the CAli/Nevada border of the 4 mag and I think it
was 12km in depth, however and I am glad you posted NIP the other quakes.
Knowing how brittle the undersea cave structure is there, any event should be treated with respect
and concern for what COULD unfold there. NIP these thoughts just wont seem to leave me alone
about this area, and I mentioned it in the past as to what I was receiving, trying harder than ever
to clear my channels to connect with those in the know as energy centres do become quite
clogged in the current environment, I am told that round the clock monitoring by fleet is taking
place and that evacs can be underway if in need.
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As well as eqs, one of the recently reported hurrivance, may change its course and I could stand
corrected of my recent post regarding them not making landfall.
One seems to be turning north east which if course stays on this direction it could make landfall
loweer down in Claifornia. I wonder if kinetic forces could force movemet there as it is much
spoken of the tenuous nature of that area in particular.
The mag field seems quiet now and density is lower than before so not much else to report!
Goodnight to you all and hope all is well.
Kind Regards,
Brendan nia the universe......
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/09/2011 07:23 PM

[link to www2.nict.go.jp] we got a little jolt of something that came in with a punch and left just as
quick. these links change over time, if the above does not work around 22+ utc look for others in
the list. depressed the pressure image pretty good, and a bit green spike of protons. Ace is
missing data just before 22 utc. [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] sometimes there is a significant
quake after these, sometimes not.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/09/2011 07:25 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/09/2011 07:30 PM

fairly quiet quake day, did find one in Saudi Arabia not included on USGS. 12:17 UTC 27.44 N
39.20 E 33 km mb 4.9 WESTERN SAUDI ARABIA
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Just for history sake, when I first started watch usgs sometime before I became public in 2005, the
total quakes for the week averaged around 125. Most of the time now, between 180 on the low
end to 300 or more on the high end, and of course that doesn't include the ones they ignore. You
can get the total here easily for each week, [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
Alaska's use to also be about 125 and now also ranges similarly to the world total.
also, california nevada, there are two maps. This is the common one on usgs and it reports
quakes 1+ on up. [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
This is the other, which reports the really micro quakes under 1 also. [link to www.data.scec.org]
Now today look at the count difference between the usgs above. Today with these micro quakes it
says 680, while usgs 1+ is 344. There is a difference of about 344 I think. Years ago, the
difference average around 125. Most of the time now its almost double and often considerably
more than double the count. Sometimes you can see clusters of these that will say perhaps a
bigger one is on the way. But the importance to me is the difference in the numbers, which has
steadily increased as to the really little ones. I am assured by Soltec, starfleets geophysical guy,
that this is not good news.
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well I had a small urge to check Stereo green images. Biggy puppy is there. [link to
stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
and on other images for behind there are some small craft. Not posting a list tonight, there are not
many. Just playing and trying to stay awake until 9, tired tonight.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
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10/11/2011 05:29 PM
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[link to www2.nict.go.jp] this shows a fleet shoot of protons inside the magnetosphere. the solar
energy was very small and none coming in, as shown on the AE index yesterday. here is all of
todays so far, and you can see the little peak in it from the shoot. [link to www2.nict.go.jp]
also I think maybe the tiny coronal hole is arriving. I have been out most of the day, not please to
come home to this "Iran" being the worlds worst terrorists game being played on TV.
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